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ABSTRACT

Multiuser detection (MUD) is an advanced technique that can be implemented

at the receiver side to remove interference in wireless communication systems. On the

other hand, precoding is a complementary technique to MUD in a sense that it can playa

role of MUD being implemented at the transmitter side. In this dissertation, we develop

analytical methods to evaluate the performance of MUD and precoding with channel es

timation error. Specifically, we consider three different types of systems: 1. group-blind

MUD algorithm in code division multiple access (CDMA) system with blind channel es

timation,2. zero-forcing bearnformer, as one of the linear precoding methods, in multiple

transmit antenna CDMA downlink system, 3. Tomlinson-Harashima precoding, as one of

the non-linear precoding methods, with training-based maximum likelihood (ML) channel

estimation method in time division duplex (TDD) multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO)

systems. The analytical results obtained in the dissertation match very well with the simu

lation results, and show that blind channel estimation is a very suitable channel estimation

method for group-blind MUD from the performance and structure viewpoints. Further, it

confirms the importance of accurate channel state information at the transmitter when using

precoders.

In the last section of the dissertation, we propose a simple tuning process and a

new block iterative MUD algorithm based on constant modulus (CM) property of the data

symbols, named CM tuning process and blind LSCMA, respectively. CM tuning process

is applied after original subspace-based blind/group-blind MUDs, and provides significant

performance gain over the original subspace-based blind/group-blind MUDs, with small

increase of receiver complexity. Blind LSCMA also outperforms original blind/group

blind MUD algorithms considerably, and approaches the performance of ideal minimum

mean square error (MMSE) detector even with a reasonably small number of data symbols.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 General Introduction

The constant efforts for prompt delivery of information and its share with others

have developed diverse wire/wireless communication techniques. In particular, the devel

opment of the advanced wireless communication techniques and the various services has

recently led to a new market in communication industry. Cellular phones, for instance,

have experienced substantial growth in the number over the last decade. It is expected that

this growth will continue with more than a billion cellular phone users worldwide in the

near future. Indeed, we can not imagine our daily life without wireless communication any

longer.

Since wireless communication resources (e.g. spectrum) are limited, many users

have to share them by using frequency-division, time-division, code-division, or hybrid

combinations of these multiple access methods. Frequency division multiple access (FDMA)

assigns a different carrier frequency to each user so that the resulting spectra do not overlap.

The first generation wireless communication standard using analog signal, such as AMPS

(advanced mobile phone standard), adopted FDMA as its multiple access method. Time di

vision multiple access (TDMA) allows a number of users to access a single radio-frequency

channel without interference by allocating unique time slots to each user within each chan

nel. Each user occupies the entire radio frequency, and each time slot is reused in distant

cells. Since the users should be time-synchronized, TDMA is more difficult to implement
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than FDMA. However, it is easier to accommodate multiple data rates since mUltiple time

slots can be assigned to a given user. European global system for mobile communications

(GSM) and IS-136 (United States standard) are good examples of wireless communication

systems employing TOMA.

Spectral sharing can also be done using code division multiple access (COMA),

which is commonly implemented using either direct-sequence (OS) or frequency-hopping

(PH) spread spectrum. In OS-COMA system, each user modulates its data sequence by a

different pseudo-random chip sequence which is much faster than the data sequence. In the

frequency domain, the narrowband data signal is convolved with the wideband chip signal,

resulting in a signal with a much wider bandwidth than the original data signal, that is why it

has the name of spread spectrum. Typically spread spectrum signals are superimposed onto

each other within the same signal bandwidth. A spread spectrum receiver can separate each

of the distinct signals by separately decoding each spreading sequence. However, since

the codes are semi-orthogonal, the users within a cell interfere with each other (intracell

interference), and codes that are reused in other cells also cause interference (intercell

interference). WCOMA, COMA-2000 (3rd generation) and cdmaOne (2nd generation)

are good examples of wireless communication standards employing COMA as its multiple

access method.

In OS-COMA system, since all the users simultaneously transmit data by using

the same frequency, the demodulation of COMA signals by conventional matched filter

suffers from multiple access interference (MAl). This MAl is the dominant interference in

OS-COMA system, Le. the performance of COMA system is mainly limited by MAl. The

effort to remove MAl has motivated considerable research on so-called multi user detection

(MUO) in OS-COMA system. MUO originally developed for COMA uplink, makes use of

all the users' spreading code information (non-blind way), which includes optimum MUO,

MMSE and decorrelator [11, 20]. Besides non-blind MUO, there are MUO algorithms

which can be used when receivers do not have full knowledge of all users' codes in a

system. This encompasses blind MUO [19] where the receiver has knowledge of its own

code only, and group-blind MUD [251 where the receiver knows a subset of codes. Blind

MUO is suitable for COMA downlink and group-blind MUO for COMA uplink.
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As multimedia applications are introduced to the wireless world, the demand for

high data rate transmission in wireless communication will soar. In addition, the increas

ing number of cellular phone users will cause great scarcity in both overall bandwidth and

capacity. A potential solution to these problems is the use of the spatial characteristics of

the communication channel by applying multiple antennas. Multiple-input multiple-output

(MIMO) technique is one of the key technologies to increase the spectral efficiency by us

ing the same frequency bandwidth through all transmit antennas. Recently, many studies in

information theory have reported that the use of MIMO in a point-to-point communication

system can achieve the impressive capacity gain [26, 21]. For multiuser MIMO system,

the calculation of the capacity of MIMO broadcast channel (BC) has been one of the main

recent issues [39,40,41]. The latest research has shown that dirty paper coding built from

Costa's work [5] achieves the sum capacity of MIMO BC in an interference-limited fading

environment when channel state information (CSI) is given to the transmitter completely.

The successive interference cancellation at the transmitter is the fundamental idea behind

dirty paper coding. Due to the difficulty of practical implementation of dirty paper coding,

however, transmit beamforming as sub-optimal technique has also attracted much attention.

In addition to satisfying high data rates requirement, the benefit of using multiple

antenna at the transmitter is that it can bring the simple receiver structure. The inherent

structural nature of mobile radio system shows that the mobile station (MS) requires low

complex signal processing while the base station (BS) can afford signal processing with

high complexity. It is shown in recent studies on precoding (or pre-equalization) that trans

formation of the complex signal processing part from MS to BS is possible with the benefit

of the knowledge of CSI available at the transmitter. Precoding can be implemented in a

linear and a non-linear way. Examples of linear precoding methods are matched filter (MF)

[32] and zero-forcing (ZF) precoding [45]. MF precoding maximizes the signal portion of

the desired signal and ZF precoding removes interference via the signal processing at the

transmitter. MF precoding suffers from the remaining interference and ZF precoding from

the enhancement of transmit power, as same as in the receive MF or ZF filters. As one

of nonlinear methods, Tomlinson-Harashima precoding (THP) was proposed for the equal

ization of inter-symbol interference (lSI) at the transmitter in a single user transmission

[1], which plays the same role of decision feedback equalizer at the receiver. THP can be
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regarded as the first order approximation of dirty paper coding mentioned above. By trans

ferring the signal processing part from the receiver to the transmitter in THP, in addition to

lessening the complexity at MS, error propagation can be avoided and immediate decisions

are not required.

So far, we have briefly discussed some of wireless communication techniques.

Among them, we are particularly interested in MUD and precoding. The research in MUD

area has focused on the development of signal processing algorithms to achieve improved

receiver performance, and the performance assessment is largely done via computer sim

ulations. The main difficulty in obtaining the analytical performance of MUD stems from

the fact that in MUD algorithms, the detectors are estimated from the received signals,

and those estimates coincide with the true detectors only when the number of received sig

nals becomes infinitely large. On the other hand, the research in transmitter-based signal

processing area assumed that the transmitter knows the CSI exactly. The main difficulty

in obtaining the analytical performance comes from the fact that the precoding matrix (or

beamformer) is obtained from the estimated channel at the transmitter. In this dissertation,

we deal with the performance analysis of MUD and precoding, which has been neglected in

the previous studies. We will develop mathematical methods that can evaluate the perfor

mance of MUD and precoding analytically. After the analytical performance evaluation of

MUD and precoding, we will develop a new block iterative blind MUD technique in order

to improve the performance of original blind/group-blind MUD. The overall structure of

the dissertation is organized as follows.

1.2 Dissertation Outline

The rest of the dissertation is divided into two major parts. In the first part of

the dissertation, which is from Chapter 2 to Chapter 4, we will provide mathematical tools

to evaluate the performance of group-blind MUD and precoding with different channel

estimation errors. In the second part, which is Chapter 5, we will show how to improve the

performance of original subspace-based blind/group-blind MUDs.

In Chapter 2 we will investigate the analytical performance of group-blind MUD

under two situations: the channel is known and the channel is estimated using subspace-
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based blind method. Specifically, we will look at the asymptotic distribution of estimated

group-blind MUD which will enable us to obtain the analytical performance.

In Chapter 3 and 4, we will move our attention to the transmit signal processing.

In Chapter 3, we will analytically evaluate the performance of ZF precoder, which is one

of linear precoding methods, for multiple transmit antenna CDMA system.

In Chapter 4, we will analytically evaluate the performance of THP, which is one

of non-linear precoders, for MIMO systems. We will consider time-division-duplex (TDD)

CDMA system, in which the training-symbol-based ML channel estimation is performed

during uplink transmission.

In Chapter 5, we will propose a simple tuning process and a new block iterative

MUD algorithm based on constant modulus (CM) property of the data symbols, named CM

tuning process and blind LSCMA, respectively. CM tuning process is applied after origi

nal subspace-based blind/group-blind MUDs, and provides significant performance gain

over the original subspace-based blind/group-blind MUDs, with small increase of receiver

complexity. Blind LSCMA also outperforms original blind/group-blind MUD algorithms

considerably, and approaches the performance of ideal MMSE detector even with a reason

ably small number of data symbols.

The conclusions will be drawn in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 2

ANALYTICAL PERFORMANCE

EVALUATION OF GROUP-BLIND

MUD

Since DS-CDMA system is an interference limited system, any reduction of mul

tiple access interference from the in-cell users as well as the neighboring cell users will

improve system performance. Much work has been done recently to mitigate the multiple

access interference [13, 19, 25, 20]. From the viewpoint of implementation we can clas

sify MUDs into adaptive MUD and block-based MUD. Adaptive MUD includes MMSE

[11], LCMV [13] and LCCM [22]. Blind and group-blind MUDs using subspace method

are contained in block based MUD. Blind methods use the knowledge of only the code

sequence of the desired user and turned out to be suitable for CDMA downlink [19], while

group-blind method makes use of the knowledge of all the codes sequences of the in-cell

users [25] which is suitable for CDMA uplink and gives better performance. The impor

tance of blind and group-blind MUDs is not only in their algorithms themselves but also

in the fact that recent developed new techniques such as independent component analysis

(ICA) and constant modulus (CM) projection can be used as a tuning process at the stage

after the blind or group-blind algorithm [33, 35], whose results showed that a tuning pro

cess makes the performance approach ideal MMSE detector with the reasonable number of

data symbols.
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In order to overcome the channel distortion caused by multipath, one needs to

know CSI as exactly as possible. Conventional communication systems use "training"

symbols to obtain the CSI. The use of training symbols obviously decreases communi

cation throughput. Especially for the time varying channels under wireless environment

the waste of bandwidth by using the training symbols is severe. To reduce the waste of

bandwidth, research on the blind and semi-blind channel estimation problems has been

conducted actively [24,27, 12, 16]. Among a number of works, Moulines' method used

the subspace concept to estimate channel without training symbols [12]. Wang and Poor

applied this subspace based channel estimation method to CDMA system in [19]. This

subspace-based blind channel estimation method is fairly suitable for blind/group-blind

MUDs, since they use subspace concept too.

By and large, the research in the area of MUD has been focused on the develop

ment of signal processing algorithms to achieve improved receiver performance, and the

performance assessment is largely done via computer simulations. The main difficulty in

obtaining the analytical performance stems from the fact that in these methods, the de

tectors are estimated from the received signals, and those estimates coincide with the true

detectors only when the number of received signals becomes infinitely large.

In this Chapter, we evaluate the performance of group-blind MUD developed in

[25] analytically under two scenarios: when the channels are known, and the channels are

obtained using subspace-based blind channel estimation method. With the known chan

nel, we obtain closed-form expressions of asymptotic distribution of group-blind detectors

(form-I and form-II). With blindly estimated channel, we first investigate the asymptotic

distribution of estimated channels. Using this result, we obtain an analytical Hermitian

covariance matrix of estimated group-blind detector (form-II only). This Hermitian covari

ance matrix enables us to express the bit error rate (BER) and signal to interference plus

noise ratio (SINR) analytically.

2.1 System Description

Consider a multipath K -user discrete-time CDMA system. The received N

dimensional signal, where N is the processing gain, during the i-th symbol interval is

7



given by

K L

r[i] = L bk[i] L Sl,khl,k + n[i]
k=1 1=1

(2.1.1)

where L is the number of resolvable paths; Sl,k and h1,k are respectively the delayed version

of the spreading waveform and the complex channel fading gain corresponding to the l

th path of the k-th user; n[i] rv Nc(O, 7]1N) is the circularly symmetric complex white

Gaussian noise vector. For simplicity we assume that the channel delay spread is small

compared with the symbol interval so that the intersymbol interference is ignored. Denote

f::,.
Sk [SI,k S2,k SL,k],

h k ~ [h1,k h2,k hL,kf·

Then, (2.1.1) can be rewritten as

K

r[i] = L~bk[i] + n[i] = Sb[i] + n[i],
k=1 Sk

where

S f::,. [81 82 .. , 8K]

b[i] f::,. [btli] b2[i] ... bK[i]]T

(2.1.2)

(2.1.3)

(2.1.4)

(2.1.5)

(2.1.6)

8k represents the k-th user's code convolved with the channels. The autocorrelation matrix

of the received signal r[i] is given by

--H
SS + 7]1N

U 8A8U~ + 7]UnU~

(2.1.7)

(2.1.8)

where As = diag(Al,'" ,AK) contains the largest K eigenvalues ofCr ; Us = [UI,' .. ,UK]

contains the eigenvectors corresponding to the eigenvalues in As; and Un = [UK+l, ... ,UN]

contains the (N - K) eigenvectors corresponding to the smallest eigenvalue 7] of Cr. The

columns of Us span the signal space and the columns of Un span the noise space, which

is orthogonal to signal space.
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Each user's channel is estimated based on the exploitation of the orthogonality

between the signal subspace and the noise subspace. In other words, since Sk ~ Skhk and

U;:Sk = 0, the kth user's channel hk can be obtained from the following relationship

arg min IIU;: (Skh) 11
2

IIhll=l

arg min h H (S{[UnU;:Sk) h
IIhll=l' v J

Qk
minimum eigenvector of Qk'

(2.1.9)

(2.1.10)

We here should note that blind channel estimation summarized in (2.1.10) specifies h k only

up to a phase ambiguity, like all other blind channel estimation methods do.

Group-blind MUD makes use of the knowledge of the known codes of the in-cell

users, but has no knowledge of the interfering users from other cells. Assume that the first

k users' codes are known to the receiver, whereas those of the remaining (K - k) users

are unknown. Denote by S the matrix consisting of the first k columns of S, which is

the known users' code. Denote by ek a vector with all zero elements except for the k-th

element, which is one. The group-blind form-II MUD zero-forces the interference caused

by the k known users and suppresses that from the rest (K - K) unknown users according
<

to the MMSE criterion. The exact linear group-blind hybrid form-II detector for user 1 is

given by [25]

(2.1.11)

In practice, the eigencomponents in (2.1.11) are estimated from the received sample auto

correlation formed as

(2.1.12)

Blind channel estimation is also performed by replacing Un in (2.1.10) by its estimate.

After obtaining the estimated known users' channels the known users' sequence matrix S
can be constructed.

In order to construct the group-blind form-I detector, we first define the projection

matrix P ~ IN - S(SH EJ)-lSH, which projects the signal onto the orthogonal subspace

9



(2.1.13)

Null (SH). It is then easily seen that the matrix (PCrP) has an eigendecomposition of

the form

PCrP = [Us Un Uo] [~s ~2I:_K ~] [g~] ,
o 0 0 U~

where the columns of Us form an orthonormal basis of the subspace Range (S) nNull (SH).
Define

S(SHStIel

S(SHS + ~2Ik)-Iel

(2.1.14)

(2.1.15)

where d l is a linear decorrelator and ml is a MMSE detector assuming that only the first

K users are present[20]. Then, the group-blind hybrid form-I detector can be expressed in

terms of the signal subspace components of (PCrP), as [25]

(2.1.16)

where group-blind form-I MMSE detector is obtained by replacing d l by mI. The es

timated group-blind form-I detectors are formed by replacing the eigencomponents of

(PCrP) in (2.1.16) by those of the corresponding sample estimate (PCrP).

2.2 Performance Measure

Denote L1WI ~ WI - WI as the error of the estimated detector for the first user.

The output of the estimated group-blind detector is given by

wf"r[i] = wf"r[i] + L1wf"r[i], (2.2.1)

where the first term on the right hand side is the true detector output and the second term

is an additional noise term caused by the estimation error L1WI. The average SfNR is

expressed as

SfNR 6.

=

IE{wf"r[i] 1bl [i]} 1
2

E{Var(wf"r[i]lbl[i])}
(wfsd2E{lbI 2

}

10

(2.2.2)



with

E{(Llwf"r[i])2} tr(E{Llwf"r[i]r[i]HLlwd)

= tr(E{LlwILlwf"r[i]r[i]H})

= tr(CwCr ),

(2.2.3)

(2.2.4)

(2.2.5)

where tr(·) represents trace of a matrix. As one see in (2.2.2), once we get the Hermitian

covariance matrix C w (~ E{LlwILlwf}) we are able to obtain the average output S1N R

of group-blind MUD. Further, BER is expressed in terms of S1N R as

(2.2.6)

where Q(.) is the Q-function of Gaussian probability density function.

2.3 Performance of Group Blind MUD with Known Chan

nel

We here present an asymptotic distribution of the group-blind MUD with com

plex signals and known channels. Theorem 1 will be used in the next section when we

derive the analytical SINR expression of group-blind MUD with blindly estimated chan

nels. The proof of Theorem 1 with arbitrary modulation scheme is shown in Appendix, and

we here present it only for for QPSK signaling.

Theorem 1. Let WI = iJ8A~liJ:S(SHiJ8A~liJ:Stiel be the estimatedform-II group

blind MUD, and let WI be the exact one. Then

in distribution as M ----t 00,

with

C~ PI [(wf"VI)I - U8A;IU~SDSH] U8A;IU~pf" +TUnU;; (2.3.1)

C~ = - PIU8A;IU~SiJSTU:A;IU~pf (2.3.2)

11



where

l:::. S(SHU A-1U HS)-l e (2.3.3)VI = s s s 1

PI
l:::.

I - U A-1U HS(SHU A-1U HStIS H (2.3.4)N Ss s Ss s

D
l:::.

d' {I- H
1
2 I-H

1
2 I-H

1
2

} (2.3.5)- lag 8 1 WI ,82 WI ,"', 8 KWI

D
l:::. d' {(-H )2 (-H)2 (-H?} (2.3.6)= lag 8 1 WI , 82 WI ,"', 8 KWI
l:::.

17vfusA:;1 (As -17I Kr
2
U~Vl' (2.3.7)T -

A complex random vector x E en is said to be complex Gaussian distributed if

the vector [ RX] E n 2n has a real Gaussian distribution. Hence a complex Gaussian
<Jx

vector x is completely specified by its mean J.L ~ E{x }, and the following covariance

matrix

{ [
Rx ] } [ Cov {Rx, Rx} Cov {Rx, <Jx} ]

COY <Jx = Cov {<Jx, Rx} COY {<Jx, <Jx} ,
(2.3.8)

Instead of using this rather complicated real notation, in Theorem 1 we used the nota

tion x rv Nc(J.L, C, C) to represent a complex Gaussian vector, where the Hermitian

covariance matrix C ~ E {(x - J.L)(x - J.L)H} and the symmetric covariance matrix

C ~ E {(x - J.L)(x - J.L)T}. From the complex matrices C and C the real matrix (2.3.8)

can be found, e.g., Cov{Rx, Rx} = (RC + RC)/2.

We also present the asymptotic distributions of group-blind form-I hybrid and

MMSE MUDs with QPSK modulation, as given by the following Theorem. The proof

with arbitrary modulation scheme is in Appendix.

Theorem 2. Let As and Us contain respectively the largest (K - K) eigenvalues of

(FCrF) in (2.1.13) and the corresponding eigenvectors. LetWI = (IN-UsA:;IU~Cr)dl

be the estimatedform-I group-blind hybrid MUD and let WI be the exact one. Then

in distribution as M ~ 00,

12



with

where

-H - - - H - - - - H
[d1 Crd1 - (YCrd1) Crd1]Y + TUn U n

-"- H "- H-
- YS(D1+ D 2 - D 3 - D 3 )S Y
- - -2 - H - - - T - * - "- "- T - *
UsAs Us Crd1(YCrd1) Y - YSD2S Y

- YS(D1ST - D 3SH )y* + YS*DfSTy*

+ YCrdtld~C~ - (YCrd1fC;]Y*
- - -1 - T H - - - - T

- UsAs Us C r YCrd1(YCrd1)

. -H - - 2 -H - - 2
= dlag{(sK+1YCrd1) ,'" ,(sKYCrd1 ) }

diag{(s~+1d1)2, ... ,(S~d1)2}

H - - H - H - - H-
diag{(sK+1YCrd1)(SK+1dd,'" ,(sKYCrd1)(SKdd}·

(2.3.9)

(2.3.10)

(2.3.11)

(2.3.12)

(2.3.13)

(2.3.14)

For the known channel case, the SINR (correspondingly BER) can be calculated

by plugging the Hermitian covariance matrix obtained in (2.3.1) and (2.3.9) into (2.2.2).

2.3.1 Numerical and Simulation Results

We compare the analytical BER and SINR results obtained using Theorem 1

and 2 with the simulation results when the receiver has the knowledge of channels. The

simulated system is QPSK modulated synchronous CDMA system. The number of the

simulated users is seven in-cell and three inter-cell users that produce strong interference.

The spreading code of length 16 is generated randomly. Each user's channel of length 7 is

randomly generated and is kept constant for all simulations and analysis.

Figure 2.1 and 2.2 illustrate the theoretical and simulated BER and SINR curves

of group-blind MUDs, respectively. The BER and SINR of ideal MMSE detector, where

ideal means that the receiver has the knowledge of all the users' codes and channels exactly,

are plotted in the same figure to indicate the performance upper bound. Two block sizes of

M = 200 and M = 1000 are considered, as noted on the figures . It is seen that there is a

good agreement between theoretical and simulation results.

13
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Figure 2.1: Bit error curves for group-blind multiuser detectors in a synchronous CDMA
system with known channel, where the number of users is 10 (7-known, 3-unknown), chan
nel delay is 7, spreading gain is 16 and QPSK modulation is used
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Figure 2.2: SINR for group-blind multiuser detectors in a synchronous CDMA system with
known channel, where the number of users is 10 (7-known, 3-unknown), channel delay is
7, spreading gain is 16 and QPSK modulation is used
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2.4 Performance ofGroup-blind Detector with Blind Chan

nel Estimation

So far, we have looked at the performance of group-blind form-I and -II MUDs.

When it comes to the complexity of both detectors without the channel estimation, the

group-blind form-I MUD is simpler than group-blind form-II MUD. However, when con

sidering the subspace-based blind channel estimation, since the structure of group-blind

form-II MUD is more suitable for blind channel estimation [25], group-blind form-II MUD

becomes simpler. Considering other kind of channel estimation, such as using the training

sequence, the group-blind form-I MUD is preferred. With this reasoning, in the section

we look only into the performance of group-blind form-II MUD with subspace-based blind

channel estimation.

In order to obtain the Hermitian covariance matrix of the estimated group-blind

detector with blindly estimated channels, we first need to investigate the Hermitian and

symmetric covariance matrix of the blindly estimated channels. From (2.1.10), since Qk ~
H~ ~H H ~ ~H ~

Sk U nUn Sk = Sk (IN - UsUs )Sk, the differential of Q k is given by

Define a unitary transformation of C r and its eigencomponents as

T(Cr) ~ UHCrU = U H (UsAir: + UnAnU:) U
~ ~ ~H ~ ~ ~H

= WsAsWs + WnAnW

(2.4.1)

(2.4.2)

(2.4.3)

~ !::. H~ ~!::. H~

where we defined W s = U Us and W n = U Un' Then, (2.4.1) can be rewritten as

L1Qk - _(UHSk)H L1(WsW s
H

)(UHSk)

- _(UHSk)H(L1WsE~ + EsL1W~)(UHSk) (2.4.4)

where E s is the first K columns of IN and the elements of L1W s are found in (2.5.9) in

Appendix. According to the blind channel estimation algorithm, the estimated k-th user's

channel hk is an eigenvector of Qk corresponding to the minimum eigenvalue. Let the

eigendecomposition of the matrix Q k be Q k = UqAqU~, where we denote by Aq,i the i-th

16



diagonal entry of Aq. The minimum eigenvalue Aq,L = 0 by assumption. Define a unitary

transformation of Q as X = U~QkUqand its differential as

(2.4.5)

Denote further the L-th eigenvector of X by v. Then, we have i1hk = U qi1v and in terms

of Lemma 2 in Appendix

{

0 i = L
[i1V]i -

- -~[i1X]i,L i =1= L.
q"

By substituting (2.4.4) into (2.4.5), we get the last column of i1X as

[i1Xl:,L - U~ i1QUq,L

= -U~(UHSk)H(i1WsEIj + E si1WIj)(UHSk)

(2.4.6)

(2.4.7)

where we have used the fact that Sk = SkUq,L. Then, by using (2.4.7) and (2.4.6) we obtain

the differential of h k as

i1hk U qi1v

= Uq,sA;';U~s(UHSk)H Si1WsE; + E si1WIj) (UHSk),
~ v

z"Qt ~Y= k,s - k

(2.4.8)

where Aq,s denotes the submatrix of Aqwhich contains the (L - 1) non-zero eigenvalues

of Qk' and U q,s denotes the corresponding submatrix of U q' Thus, using (2.4.8), the

Hermitian and symmetric covariance matrix of the estimated channel are expressed as

C h M· E{i1hki1hfl}

Ql s(UHSk)HM E{Ykyfl}UHSIQr~, ,

Ch = M· E{i1hki1hD

QL(UHSk)HM E{YkyDUT S;Qr,~.

(2.4.9)

(2.4.10)

(2.4.11)

We next calculate the elements of E{Ykyfl} and E{Ykyf} in (2.4.9) and (2.4.10). Using

(2.5.9) in Appendix, the elements of Yk in (2.4.8) can be calculated as

[Yk]i = (t A~ [i1Tkn[UHSk]n) Ji>K'
n=l 'T/

17



and according to Lemma 1 we get the followings for i, j > K

(2.4.12)

(2.4.13)

By substituting (2.4.12) and (2.4.13) into (2.4.9) and (2.4.10), we can calculate all the

elements of the Hermitian and symmetric covariance matrix of the estimated channel, i.e.,

Ch - M· E{L1hkL1hf} = QljuHSk)HMUHSIQt~
Ch = M· E{L1hkL1hf} = 0

(2.4.14)

(2.4.15)

where M is a diagonal matrix whose (i, i)th entry is given by (2.4.12). Now recall the es

timated group-blind detector with blindly estimated channel: W1 = YS (~HY~) -1 e1,
A A A -1 A H

where Y = U sAs Us' The differential of it is given by

(2.4.16)

where the differentials on the right hand side are

(2.4.17)

(2.4.18)

(2.4.19)

with

L1 (~Hy~) = L1SHyS + SHL1YS + SHyL1S.

Define P 1 ~ IN - YS (SHYS) -1 SH, then by substituting (2.4.17)",(2.4.19) into

(2.4.16) we can rewrite (2.4.16) as

L1W1 = P1L1YS (SHYS) -1 e1 + PlYL1S (SHYS) -1 e1

-YS (SHYS) -1 L1SHys (SHYS) -1 e1.

18
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For a simple expression we further define the followings:

L:o.
SV2 (2.4.21)VI =

L:o. (SHyS) -1 €l (2.4.22)V2 -

L:o.
YVI (2.4.23)V3 =

P 2
L:o. YS (SHyS) -1. (2.4.24)-

Then the Hermitian covariance matrix of the estimated group-blind detector with blindly

estimated channel is expanded as

Cw PIE {LlYVlVfLlyH}pf + PIE {LlYVlV!fLlSH} y Hpf
+ PlYE {LlSV2VfLlyH} pf + PlYE {LlSV2V!fLlSH} y Hpf
+ P2E {LlSHV3V: LlS} P!f, (2.4.25)

where four out of nine cross terms have vanished since E{[Z]i[Y]j} = 0 and E {LlhkLlhf} =
O. The first term is directly the result of Theorem 1. Define p ~ LlSV2 for the calculation

of second term, where the element of p is given by [P]j = L:f=1[Skli,:Llhk[V2k Then

using LlYVl ~ Uz from (2.5.19), the expectation in the second term is expressed as

where each element is calculated using (2.4.8) as

k

E {[Z]i[P];} = L[V2]kE {[z]iLlh~} [Sk]f
k=l

k

= L[V2)kE {[Z)iY~} (UHSk)Ql~[Sk]f
k=l

with

(2.4.26)

(2.4.27)

(2.4.28)

(2.4.30)

E {[Z)iY~} = E{ [[Z)i[Yk);' ... [Z]i[Yk)~ [Z]i[Yk)~+1 ... [Z]dYk)~]}

[~ 'Yk ... 'Yk] for i > K, (2.4.29)
Ktimes

K

'Yk = 1]L(An~ )2 1 [U
H

Sk)nI
2
.

n=l 1]

19



The third term is the Hermitian of the second term. The expectation in the fourth term is

expressed as

where each element is calculated as

f< f<

E {[P]i[P];} = L L[V2]n[SnkE {L1hnL1h~} [Sm]f[V2]:n
n=I m=I

(2.4.31)

(2.4.32)

where the Hermitian covariance matrix of channel is given in (2.4.9). For the calculation
f::,. -

ofthe last term, we define PI = L1(S)Hva, where [PIli = L1(hi)Hsfva. Then the expec-

tation in the last term is written by

(2.4.33)

where each element is

(2.4.34)

where the Hermitian covariance matrix of channel is found in (2.4.9). Finally, using (2.3.1),

(2.4.26), (2.4.31) and (2.4.33), we can calculate all the elements of the Hermitian covari

ance matrix of the estimated group-blind detector with blindly estimated channel. If we

summarize them, the Hermitian covariance matrix of WI with blindly estimated channel is

C w = C~ + PI (UMIyH +YMfuH+YM2y H) pf + P 2M aPf (2.4.35)

where Y = UsA:;IU~, PI = IN - YS(SHYS)-IS
H

, P 2 = YS(SH yS)_l, and the

(i,j)th entry of the matrix M I , M 2 , and M a are

[MI]ij = t[V2]~ [~'Yk"''Yk] (UHSk)Ql~[Sk]f
k=I K times

K

with 'Yk = 77 L (An ~ )2 1 [U
H

Sk]nI
2

n=I 77

(2.4.36)

f< f<

[M2]ij - LL[V2Jz[SlkQLS~UMklUHSlQt,~[SzJf[V2]i (2.4.37)
k=I 1=1

[MaLj - vfyHSjQ}~SfUMjiUHSiQt~SfYVI (2.4.38)

20



(2.4.39)

with VI = SV2, V2 = (SHYS)-Iel . The (i,j)th entry of diagonal matrix M kl is

[ ]
{

1] ~~=I (,\ ~ )2 [UHSk]n[UHSzJ~, i = j and i, j > K
M kl ij = n 1]

0, otherwise.

Finally, by applying the Hermitian covariance matrix obtained in (2.4.35) to (2.2.2), the

SIN R (correspondingly BER) of group-blind detector with blindly estimated channel

can be calculated.

2.4.1 Numerical and Simulation Results

In order to verify the analytical BER and SINR results obtained by using the

Hermitian covariance matrix of the estimated group-blind detector, we provide some simu

lation results. The simulated systems are QPSK modulated synchronous and asynchronous

CDMA systems when channel is obtained using subspace blind channel estimation method.

The number of the simulated users is seven in-cell and three inter-cell users that produce

strong interference. The spreading code of each user is generated randomly and have the

length of 16. Each user's channel oflength 7 is randomly generated and is kept constant for

all simulations and analysis. Since blind channel estimation method estimates the channel

up to a scale factor, we assume that the phase of channel is known at the receiver.

Figure 2.3 and 2.4 illustrate respectively the theoretical and simulated BER and

SINR curves of group-blind multiuser detectors in a synchronous CDMA system. For a

comparison reason, we also plot the curves for group-blind form-II detector with known

channel case. The BER and SINR of ideal MMSE detector, where ideal means that the

receiver has the knowledge of all the users' codes and channels exactly, are plotted in the

same figure to indicate the performance upper bound. Two block sizes of M = 200 and

M = 1000 are considered, as noted on the figures. It is seen that there is a good agreement

between theoretical and simulation results. When the block size is large enough, M = 1000

in this figure, blind channel estimation barely degrades the performance of group-blind

detector. Further, by comparing the performance with different block size we know that

the number of observed symbols affects much on the performance of group-blind detector.

This lack of observation symbols can be overcome by using ICA or eM projection as a

tuning process [33, 35].
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Finally the simulated and theoretical BER and SINR of group-blind detector in

an asynchronous COMA system are plotted in Figure 2.5 and 2.6 respectively.

2.5 Summary

In this Chapter, we have described an mathematical approach to obtain the ana

lytical BER and SINR expression of group-blind MUDs with known channel and blindly

estimated channel. Numerical and simulation results showed that there is a good agreement

between the analytical and the simulation results in both synchronous and asynchronous

COMA systems. It is seen that blind channel estimation is quite suitable channel estima

tion method for group-blind MUD from the performance and structure viewpoints.
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Figure 2.3: Bit error curves for group-blind multiuser detectors in a synchronous CDMA
system with known and blindly estimated channel, where the number of users is 10 (7
known, 3-unknown), channel delay is 7, spreading gain is 16 and QPSK modulation is
used
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Figure 2.4: SINR for group-blind multiuser detectors in a synchronous CDMA system
with known and blindly estimated channel, where the number of users is 10 (7-known,
3-unknown), channel delay is 7, spreading gain is 16 and QPSK modulation is used
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Figure 2.5: BER for group-blind multiuser detectors in an asynchronous CDMA system
with blind channel estimation, where the number of users is 7 (5-known, 2-unknown),
channel delay is 7, spreading gain is 16 and QPSK modulation is used
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Appendix: Some Useful Lemmas

In this Appendix, we provide some lemmas which are useful for proving the

main Theorems. First we establish that the sample correlation matrix C r is asymptotically

complex Gaussian distributed as the sample size M ---t 00.

6. A A

Lemma 1. Define LlCr = Cr - C n where Cr and Cr are given by (2.1.8) and (2.1.12)

respectively. Then VMLlCr converges in probability towards a complex Gaussian matrix

with mean 0 and (N2 X N 2
) Hermitian and symmetric covariance matrices whose elements

are specified by

M· COy {[LlCrkj, [LlCr]~,n}

K

= [Crkm[C;L,n + fl [SsT]. [SST] ~ + v 2:[Sa]i[s:L[s:]m[Sa]n, (2.5.1)
~,n J,m a=l

M . COy {[LlCr]i,j, [LlCr]m,n}
K

= [Crkn[C;]j,m + fl [SST] . [SST] ~ + v 2:[Sa]i[s:L[sa]m[S:]n, (2.5.2)
~,m J,n a=l

Proof' Since Or given by (2.1.8) has E{Or} = Cr, and it is a sum of Li.d.

terms (r[i]r[i]H) , it is asymptotically Gaussian, with an (N2 x N 2 ) covariance matrix

whose elements are given by the covariance of the zero-mean random matrix r[i]r[i]H. To

calculate this covariance, note that (for notational convenience, we drop the time index i in

the following)

KKK K

[rrH]i,j = L L[Sa]ds~Lbab~ + L[Sa]ibanj + L[s:]jb:ni + ninj. (2.5.3)
a=l f3=1 a=l a=l
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For the Hennitian covariance matrix we now have

COy { [rr H
]. . , [rr H

] } =
't,) m,n

KKK K

L L L L[saldS~lj[s~lm[s'\ln
a=l f3=1 1'=1 '\=1

cov{bab~, b~b,\}
, v .I

,."Jo;="(J(3=>' +,."Jo;=>.J(3="(+vJo;=(3="(=>'

K K

+ L L[Sali[S~lmcov{banj, b~nn}
a=l f3=1
K K

+ L L[SaldSf31ncov{banj, bf3n;'J
a=l f3=1
K K

+ L L[s:L[S~lmcov{b:ni' b~nn}
a=l f3=1
K K

+ L :L)s:lj[Sf31ncov{b:ni' bf3n;'J + COV{ninj, n~nn}
a=l f3=1

(2.5.4)

(2.5.5)

K K

L L A~A~ {[sali[salm[Sf31j[sf31n + [sali[Saln[sf31j[Sf31m}
a=l f3=1

K

+(j2 L A~{[Sali[salm8j=n + [Sali[saln8j=m + [salj[salm8i=n + [SaL[saln8i=m}
a=l
K

-2 L A~[saldSalj[Salm[Saln + (j4 (8i=m8j=n + 8i=n8j=m)
a=l

K

= [Crkm[Crlj,n + [Crkn[Crlj,m - 2L A~[SaldsaL[Salm[saln,
a=l

where the last equality follows from the fact that

(2.5.6)

o

Lemma 2. Let the N x N Hermitian matrix Co have an eigendecomposition Co

UoAoU{/, where the eigenvalues satisfy >..~ > >..g > ... > >..fJ< > >"fJ<+1 = >"fJ<+2
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.. , = A~. Let..1C be a Hermitian variation of Co and denote C ~ Co + ..1C. Let T be

a unitary transformation ofC as

T(C) ~ U{!CUo. (2.5.7)

Denote the eigendecomposition ofT as T = W AWH.(Note that ifC = Co, then W =
IN and A = A o.) The differential of A at A o, and the differential of W at IN, as a

function of..1T = U o..1CU{!, are given respectively by

..1Ak [..1T]k,k' 1 :S k :S K, (2.5.8)

{ 0, i = k
[..1W]i k

'\2~'\? [..1T]i,kJ i=j=k
1 :S i :S N, 1 :S k :S K. (2.5.9),

Proof' Consider the following function:

(2.5.10)

where Z is a real diagonal matrix, X is Hermitian, and Y is a complex matrix with

real diagonal elements. Clearly, f (Co, W, A) = O. The diffenetial of f (T, W, A) at

(Ao, IN, Ao) is given as follows:

..1(T- WAWH)

..1 (IN - WHW)

..1T - ..1WA -..1A - A..1WH

..1W +..1WH.

(2.5.11)

(2.5.12)

By setting the above diffrentials to zeros and solving for ..1A and ..1W as a function of

..1T, we obtain the lemma.
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Appendix: Proof of Theorem 1

6. 1 H A 6. A A -1 A H
Define Y = UsA; Us and its estimate Y = U sAs Us, then the estimated

group-blind form-II detector is W1 = YS(SHySt1€1. The differential of the detector is

then given by

LlW1 = LlYS (SHYS) -1 €1 _ YS (SHYS) -1 SHLlYS (SHyS) -1 €1

_ [IN - YS (SHYS)-1 SH] LlYS (SHYS)-1 €1

= QLlYV1, (2.5.13)

where we defined

Q 6. [IN _ YS(SHYS)-1SHl

V1 6. S(SHYSt1€1'

(2.5.14)

(2.5.15)

The Hermitian and symmetric covariance matrix of the estimated detector are written sim

ply as

M· E{LlW1Llwf} = M· QE {LlYV1Vf LlyH} QH (2.5.16)

M· E{LlW1Llwi} = M· QE {LlYV1Vi LlyT} QT. (2.5.17)

Recall C r = U AUH
, and define a unitary transformation of Or and its eigencomponents

as

T 6. UHOrU

= U H(UsAiJ: + UnAnU:) U
A H A HWsAsWs +WnAnW , (2.5.18)

where W = [WsWnl ~ U H[UsUnlU are the eigenvectors of T. Then we can write

LlYV1 - Ll (UsA~1U:) V1

(

A -1 H) H
= U L1 W sAs W s U VI,

, I

V

~Z
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where we defined z ~.1 (WsA~1W~) UHV1' The differential in (2.5.19) at (IN, As)

is given by

where E s is the first K columns of IN. After some manipulations using Lemma 2 for

.1W s in (2.5.20), we have

Define y ~ UHr, then C y = UHCrU = A. Moreover, we have .1T = .1Cy. Since

E{.1T} = 0, we obtain following for 1 ::; i,j ::; N by Lemma 1,

AiAkbi=lbk=j + J.L [UHSSTU *] .. [UHSSTU*] *
~,J k,l

K

+v I::[UHsa]dUHSa]~[UHSa]j[UHSa];. (2.5.22)
a=1

Using (2.5.21) and (2.5.22), we have for i, j ::; K

K K

= A'~' I::I:: A\ E{[.1T]i,k[.1T];,I} [UHV1]k[UHV1];
~ J k=1 1=1 k I

Ta +n + Te , (2.5.23)
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where Ta, Tb, and Tc correspond to the three terms in (2.5.22). We can then calculate

=

matrix
f---+

=

matrix
f---+

=

1 ~~ 1 H H)*
A'A' LJ LJ A A AiAk8i=j8k=dU Vl)k [U VI I

~ J k=1 1=1 k I

8i=j ~ I[UHVl]kI
2

A' LJ Ak
~ k=1

8i=j (H -1 H )
~ VI UsAs US VI

(V{fUsA;IU~Vl) A;1 (2.5.24)
K K

f.J, "'''' 1 H--T H--T H H
A'A' LJ LJ A A [U SS U*kdU SS U*)~,j[U Vl]k[U VI];

~ J k=1 1=1 k I

~ [UHSS
T
U*A-1U TV*] [vTU*A-1U TS*SHU ]\\ s s 1.1 s s ./\i/\j ~ J

f.J,A;1 [U~SSTU:A;lu:;vi] [V[U:A;IU:;S*SHUs] A;1 (2.5.25)

1/ KKK 1
Ai

A
' LLL AkAI[UHSa]i[UHSa)~[UHSa);[UHSa)I[UHVl)dUHVl];
J a=1 k=1 1=1

K

A~' L[UHSa]i[UHSa];[v{fUsA;IU~Sa][s~UsA;IU~Vl) (2.5.26)
~ J a=1

K

1/ L A;IU~Sas~UsA;I[w{fSa][S~Wl]
a=1

matrix
f---+ A-1U HSDSHU A-I1/ s s s s

with D ~ diag {IW{fSI1 2
, IW{fS212,'" ,IW{fSKI2

}. (2.5.27)

Notice that the last two terms in (2.5.22) disappear if at least one of i, j, k, 1 is larger than

K. Thus it can be seen that M· E {[ZZHL,j} = afor i > K,j ~ K or i ~ K,j > K,

and that for i, j > K we get

=

matrix
f---+
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Writing (2.5.24) through (2.5.28) in matrix form we obtain

M· E {L1YVIV{fL1yH} = M· UE {ZZH} U H

= (V{fYVI) Y + Y S [It (STwrwfs*) + liD] SHy + rUnU;; (2.5.29)

where D is found in (2.5.27) and r ~ "lv{lUsA;1 (As - "lIK r2 U~VI' Finally, using

(2.5.16) and the facts that QYVI = 0, WI = YVI and QUn = Un' we obtain

The symmetric covariance matrix is obtained through very similar steps, and it is given by

For the QPSK modulation, b E {-7f, 7f, -~j, -:fij}, It = 0 and II = -1. Substitut

ing these value into (2.5.30) and (2.5.31) we get the Hermitian and symmetric covariance

matrix of the estimated group-blind form-II detector in Theorem 1.
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Appendix: :Proof of Theorem 2

We prove this theorem for the case of linear group-blind hybrid detector. The

proof for the linear group-blind MMSE detector is essentially the same. Denote ek as the

k-th unit vector in IRN. Let Q1 be an orthogonal transformation such that

k= 1,'" ,K. (2.5.32)

For any v E eN, denote v q1 ~ Qfv. The corresponding projection matrix in the Q1

rotated coordinate system is

Denote

where the dimension of en is (N - K) x (N - K). Hence

[
eoQ111 00]'~Q1eQ1~Q1 =

r

(2.5.34)

(2.5.35)

Let the eigendecomposition of en be en = U 1AUf = Us,1AsU~1 + 7]Un,1U~1'

We should note that the eigenvalues are unchanged by similarity transformations. Define

another orthogonal transformation

(2.5.36)

For any v E eN, denote v Q ~ Q!fQfv. In what follows, we compute the asymptotic

covariance matrix of the detector in the Q1Q2-rotated coordinate system. In this new
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coordinate system, we have

Ci ~ E{rqrqH } = Q!fQfCr Q1Q2

= [Ci1 Ci2] [ A ufcn ]
cif C~2 - (uf/cn)H c~~ ,

pq 6. IN _ sq (SqHsq) -1 SqH diag(IN-K' 0),

-q
Furthermore, after rotation, d1 E eN has the form

(2.5.37)

(2.5.38)

(2.5.39)

(2.5.40)

(2.5.41)

for some pEeK. After some manipulations, the form-I group-blind hybrid detector in the

new coordinate system has the following form

wi ~ (Ir 0: [A.:r1 O:Hc:) a: ~ [-E.A.~~ElfCj,p ], (2.5.42)

where Es consists of the first (K - K) columns of I N-K' i.e., I N-K = [Es En]. Let the

estimated autocorrelation matrix in the rotated coordinate system be

(2.5.43)

(2.5.44)

Aq Aq A ~ AH A ~ AH
Let the corresponding eigendecomposition of C 11 be C 11 = U s,l AsU s,l + U n,l AnU n,l'
Then the estimated detector in the same coordinate system is given by

A q _ [-irS'lA;lir:'l;~2P]
WI - .

p

Note that in such a rotated coordinate system, estimation error only occurs in the first

(N - K) elements of wi. Denote

6. - -1 H q
(2.5.45)m = EsAs Es C 12P,

"-v--"
Y

m 6. A ~ 1AH Aq
(2.5.46)= U s,lA; U s,l C12P·

"--v---'
Y
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Hence mis a function of C~, and its differential at Ci (i.e., at Us,l = E s and As = As)
is given by .1m = Y.1Ci2P + .1YCi2P, Thus the Hermitian covariance matrix is

M . E {.1m.1mH}

"" M· E {.1YCi2PpHCi: .1yH} +Y M· E {.1Ci2PpH.1Ci:} y H
, J " fv v

T 1 T 2

+ M· E {.1YCi2PpH .1Ci:} y H + Y M· E {.1Ci2PpHCi: .1yH}2.5.47)
" '" tIV v

T 3 T:

We next compute the three terms T l , T 2 and T 3 in (2.5.47). Denote Zk and Xk as the sub

vectors of sk containing respectively the first (N - k) and the last k elements of sk, (i.e.,

- "" ""sk = [z[ x[]T) for k = K + 1"" ,K. Let Z = [zk+l ... ZK], X = [Xk+l ... XK] and

sq ~ [ZT XT]T. It is clear that Crdl E range(Us), and therefore PCrdl E range(Us).

Expressed in the rotated coordinate system, Ci2P E range(Es ). Therefore, through the

quite similar procedures as in the proof of Theorem 1 «2.5.18)"'-'(2.5.29», we get T l as

with

(2.5.49)

(2.5.50)
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=

The matrix T 2 can also be computed following a similar derivation as in the proof of

Theorem 1. Specifically, we have

M . E{L1Ci2PpHL1Ci~hj
k k

M· E{ L L[L1C~L,m+N-k[P]m[L1Cm,n+N_k[P]~}
m=l n=l
k K K

= [C~]i,j (L L[C~]:n+N-K,n+N-k[P]m[P]~)+v L [Za]i[Za]; (X~p*)2
m=l n=l a=k+l

V'

pHC~2P

k k
+/-l (L [sQsQT]m+N_k,j [P]m) (L[sQsQTkn+N_k[P]~)

m=l n=l
, v " ....'----_.,."'----

[ZXT PJj [ZXT p*J;

mat~orm (pHC~2P)A. + /-l(ZXTp*)(ZXTpf + vZD2Z H

where D 2 = diag{(x~+lP*)2, ... ,(XkP*)2}. Hence the second term in (2.5.47) is

(2.5.51)

(
- 1 H) ( - 1 H)EsA; E s T 2 EsA; E s

(pHC~2P) EsA;lEIj + /-lEsA.;l EIjZXTp*pTXZTEsA.;l EIj
-IH H -IH+vEsA; E s ZD2Z EsA; E s , (2.5.52)

where we have used the fact that EIjE s = I K-k, and the definition in (2.5.45). For the

calculation of T 3 define q ~ Ci2P. By following the same derivation leading to (2.5.21),

we obtain the following for i ~ K - K

(2.5.53)

We only have to consider [T3]i,j, for i,j ~ K - K or i,j > K - K. However, all terms

corresponding to i, j > K - K will be nulled out because of the multiplication of Y on
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T a. Using Lemma 1 we obtain followings for i, j ~ K - K

[Takj = M· E {L1YCi2PpH L1Ci:} ..
t,J

1 K-K K 1
- :\. L L:\ M· E{[L1C~]i,k[L1C~]I+N_K,j}[q]k[P]T

t k=l 1=1 k
K-K K

-bi=j L L {k [C~]~,l+N_K[q]k[P]T
k=l 1=1

K K-K-t. L [ZXTL,1 [P]T L { [ZZTJ:,j [q]k
t 1=1 k=l k

K K-K K

- ~ ~ [S~]i[S~]; L {k [s~]~[q]k L[S~]I+N-K[P]T
a=K+1 k=l 1=1

K-K
-bi=j L _1 l[q]kI 2 - ~[ZXTp*]i[EsE;ZZTE:A;lE~qL

k=l Ak Ai
K

- !:. L [Za]i[Za]; (Z~E sA;lE~Ci2P) (x;p*)
AI _, ,

a=K+1 v
z{[m

matrix (HE A--lE H ) E E H E A--lEHZXT * TE*A--lEHZZTE E T
f--+ - q s s sq s s -f-L s s s pq s s s s s

- -1 H H-l/EsAs E s ZDaZ (2.5.54)

where D a~ diag{(z~+1m)(x'k+1P*), ... , (z~m)(xkP*)}' Hence TayH in (2.5.47) is

given by

Substituting (2.5.48), (2.5.52) and (2.5.55) into (2.5.47), we obtain M . Cm. Theorem 2

is now easily obtained by transforming M . C m back to the original coordinate system

according to the following mappings: E s ~ Us, En ~ Un' Z ~ S, pHC~2P ~

d~Crdbm HCi2P ~ [UsA;lU:Crd1]H C rd1, Xp ~ Sd1 and (z{!m - x{!p) ~
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M· Cw - (d7Crdl - [Us..1.;lU:Crdl]H Crdl) Us..1.;lU: + TUnU:

+ /1Us..1.;lU:SST [Us..1.;lU:Crdlr [Us..1.;lU:Crdl]T S*SHUs..1.;lU:

+ U ..1.-lUHSSTd*dTS*SHU ..1.-lUH
/1ss s 11 Ss s

- --l-H""""""T-*-T T-*--l-T""""""T- --l-H/1UsAs Us SS dldl C r UsAs Us SS UsAs Us
U ..1.-lUHS*SHU*..1.-lUTC*d*dTS*SHU ..1.-lUH

/1ss s ss srll Ss s

+ vUs..1.;lU:S (D l + D2 - D3 - D~) SHUs..1.;lU: (2.5.56)

Though we obtained the symmetric covariance matrix through very similar steps, we here

omit the result with arbitrary modulation since it is quite a bit messy. For the QPSK modu

lation, b E {ljf, 7f, -~i, -~i }, /1 = 0 and v = -1. Substituting these value we get the

Hermitian and symmetric covariance matrix of the estimated group-blind form-I detector

in Theorem 2.
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Chapter 3

ANALYTICAL PERFORMANCE

EVALUATION OF ZF TRANSMIT

BEAMFORMER FOR MULTIPLE

ANTENNA CDMA SYSTEM

The use of multiple transmit antenna in CDMA downlink system brings not only

simple mobile unit structure but also improved performance, since at the transmitter side

it can do the role of advanced detection that conventional interference cancellation at the

receiver side typically does. This transmit antenna processing has been called beamforming

or precoding in CDMA system. Recently MMSE multiuser downlink multiple antenna

transmission scheme was developed in [47]. Because mean square error (MSE) criterion,

compared to ZF criterion, is concerned about the received noise which does not present at

the transmitter, it is natural to think MMSE does the same function as ZF at the transmitter.

In the first part of this Chapter, we newly develop the CDMA transmit beamformer with

ZF and transmit power constraint. The beamformer turns out to be the same one in [47]

where they developed it with MMSE criterion.

Like in most of transmitter-based signal processing, precoding or beamforming

in CDMA system also needs the channel state information (CSI) at the transmitter. In

real world, the CSI at the transmitter should be estimated by the transmitter (e.g. in TDD
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system) using some practical method, or the receiver estimates and feedbacks it to the

transmitter. As a consequence, the CSI at the transmitter is not an accurate one, there must

exist an error. In the last part of this Chapter we develop mathematical methods to provide

closed-form expression of BER when there exist channel estimation errors. We treat the

channel estimation errors as independent identically distributed (lID) circularly symmetric

complex Gaussian random variables. Our analysis results match well with simulation re

sults and support the importance of accurate CSI at the transmitter when using ZF transmit

beamformer.

3.1 Multiple Transmit Antenna CDMA Downlink Model

Consider a K -user CDMA downlink where the base station (BS) has Nt transmit

antennas and the mobile station (MS) has a single antenna. The CDMA downlink model

with multiple transmit antennas and single receive antenna follows the one described in

[47]. The spread signal fot k-th MS is

00

dk(t) = L Ck(t - IT)bk[l]
1=-00

(3.1.1)

where Ck(t) is the spreading waveform for user k; {bk[l]} is the data symbol sequence for

user k; T is the symbol duration. The spreading waveform is given by

N-l

Ck(t) = L cdn]p(t - nTc )

n=O

(3.1.2)

where ck[n] is the code sequence; p(t) is the shaping filter; N is the processing gain; Tc is

the chip duration. Denote by Wk the Nt x 1 beamforming weight vector for the kth MS.

Then, the transmitted signal from the multiple transmit antennas can be written as

K

x(t) = L Wkdk(t).
k=l

(3.1.3)

This signal goes to the qth MS through the channel h:. The receiver adopts a simple

matched filter matched to its own spreading code sequence. The received signal after de-
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spreading at the qth MS is given by

l
IT

Yq[l] = (h:x(t) +nq(t)) c;(t -IT)dt
(l-I)T

K

2: Pqkh:wkbk[l] + nq[l]
k=I

(3.1.4)

where Pqk = JoT c~(t)ck(t)dt is the cross-correlation; nq[l] = J(~~I)T c~(t - IT)nq(t)dt. In

a form of matrix/vector notation, the received signal by all K users is written by

y[l] = [YI[l] Y2[l] ... YK[l]] T

~ [ R 0 ([ ~:] [WI W, ... W K ]) ] bll] + [:~I::J (3.L5)

where b[l] = [bIll] b2[l] ... bK[l]]T; R is the signature correlation matrix whose

(p, q)th entry is given by [R]p,q = Ppq; and 0) denotes elementwise multiplication. The

data symbols are assumed to be i.i.d. with E{b[l]b[l]H} = O'~IK. Define the channel and

beamformer matrix as

H D. [hI h2 hK]

W D. [WI W2 WK].

Then, the received signal in (3.1.5) can be more simplified as

y[l] = (R 0) (HHW)) btl] + n[l].

The channel matrix H can be written in two ways as

where h q is qth user-oriented channel and gq is the qth antenna-oriented channel.
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3.2 Zero Forcing Transmit Beamformer

ZF beamformer maximizes the gain of the whole transmission while satisfying

ZF and transmit power constraint, which is,

[WZF, ;3ZF] = arg max;32 s.t. R 8 (HHW) =;31 and E {IIWb[l]IID = Pt(3.2.1)
W,.B

where;3 denotes the gain of the whole transmission. As a solution to (3.2.1), we obtain the

following Porposition regarding ZF transmit beamformer.

Proposition 1. Define zero-forcing beamformer as in (3.2.1). Then, the kth user's ZF

beamformer is given by

(3.2.2)

with

(3.2.3);3ZF =
o-~ (E~=ll(diag(Tk)HH)t ekl2)

where Tk and ek denote kth column of Rand 1, respectively; diag(·) is a diagonalization

operator; (.)t denotes the matrix pseudo-inverse.

Proof. We drop the subscript ZF and let Wk denote w~~ for the moment for a simple

notation. Invoking the column by column equality, we can rewrite the ZF constraint R 8

(HHW) = ;31 as

diag(Tk)HHwk = ;3ek for k = 1,' .. ,K.

Define M k ~ diag(Tk)HH. Then, the Lagrangian function is given by

K

L(·) =;32 - L5..f! (MkWk - ;3ek) - Aa (o-;tr (WHW) - Pt)
k=l

(3.2.4)

(3.2.5)

where 5..k is a Lagrangian coefficient vector. Define the summation in (3.2.5) as C(·) ~

E~=l 5..f! (MkWk - ;3ek)' The derivative of (3.2.5) with respective to W is given by

8L(·) = _ [aG(-) ... aG(-)] _ A 28tr(W
H

W)
8W aWl aWK a(}"b 8W

- [Mf5..i ... MI5..K] - Aao-~W* (3.2.6)
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where we used 8tr(WH W)/8W = W*. By setting (3.2.6) equal to zero, we obtain

(3.2.7)

where kth column of W, Wk, is given by

-1 H
Wk = \2Mk Ak.

A a<7b

By plugging (3.2.8) into kth ZF constraint of (3.2.4), we have

H- 2( H )-1 HM k Ak = -f3Aa<7b M k M k M k ek,

(3.2.8)

(3.2.9)

where we obtained M;;>'k instead of >'k. Substituting M;;>'k into (3.2.8), the kth ZF

transmit beamformer W k is obtained as

(3.2.10)

Finally, substituting (3.2.10) into the transmit power constraint we obtain f3ZF in (3.2.3).

o

We here should note that the result in Proposition 1 is same as the one given in

[47], where they developed it with MMSE criterion. The reason is that MMSE criterion,

compared to ZF criterion, is concerned about the received noise, and the received noise

does not exist at the transmitter.

While deriving the closed-form expression of BER of ZF transmit beamformer

with channel estimation error in the next Section, we will frequently use the following

matrix representations to extract channel covariance matrix out of given matrix expression.

Let us say T = ABC. The element of matrix T can be written in two ways by using the

element of matrix A, Band C as follows:

[T] ..
~,J

[AL"B[C]"j

L L [AL,k [Bkl [C]I,j .
k I

(3.2.11)

(3.2.12)

(3.2.13)

The matrix T can also be expressed as

T = LL [AL,k [Bkl [C]I,:
k I

where [A]k,l> [ALz and [Alk,: denote (k, l)th element, lth column and kth row of matrix A,

respectively.
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3.3 Performance with Channel Estimation Error

We shall use the differential of a matrix function to describe and handle the es

timation error [46, 4]. The differential is a multi-dimensional generalization of derivative

of a function of one argument. For a real number case it is well explained in [37,4], and

for a complex number case in [46]. We here briefly review the complex number case. At a

point xo, the differential of a function of complex-valued matrix f : en ---+ em is a bilinear

function of L f (., .; xo) : en x en ---+ em such that

\:IE > 0, 38 > °:
Ilx - xoll < 8 => Ilf(x) - f(xo) - Lf(x - Xo, x* - x~; xo)11 < E (3.3.1)

whereLf(x-xO,X*-X~;Xo) = ~I x+ :11 x*. DenoteL\x = x-xo, then
x=xo x=xo

the differential of a function y = f(x) at the point xo is L\y = Lf(L\x, L\x*; xo). Hence,

for fixed Xo, L\y is a function of L\x; if x is random, so is L\y. More useful identities of

matrix differential that we will use frequently are as follows:

£:,.
C = f(X) = MX ==> L\C = ML\X

C = f(X, Y) ~ XY ==> L\C = L\XY + XL\Y

C = f(X) ~ X-I ==> L\C = -X-IL\XX-I.

3.3.1 Distribution of ZF Beamformer

The estimate of channel matrix can be considered as

if = H +L\H

(3.3.2)

(3.3.3)

(3.3.4)

(3.3.5)

where H is true channel matrix and L\H is a corresponding error. In this Chapter, we

treat the elements of L\H as lID circularly symmetric Gaussian random variables with

zero mean and E{L\hi,jL\hi,j} = at With the structure of channel matrix in (3.1.9), this

treatment enables us to calculate

(3.3.6)
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and E{L1hi L1gf} is zero matrix except (i,j)th entry which is

(3.3.7)

For a simple notation, we drop the subscript ZF and let w q denote w~~ for a moment.

Define the pseudo inverse matrix in (3.2.2) as

L::, Mt
k

(Hdiag(rk)*diag(rk)HH) -1 H diag(rk)*

for K > Nt. Then, using (3.3.3) and (3.3.4), the differential L1Mk is given by

(3.3.8)

L1Mk = - (Hdiag(rk)*diag(rk)HHr
1

x (L1Hdiag(rk)*diag(rk)HH + Hdiag(rk)*diag(rk)L1HH)

x (Hdiag(rk)*diag(rk)HHr
1

Hdiag(rk)*

+ (Hdiag(rk)*diag(rk)HH) -1 L1Hdiag(rk)*

(Hdiag(rk)*diag(rk)HHr
1

L1Hdiag(rk)* (I - M~H diag(r k)*)
- H -

-Mkdiag(rk)L1H M k. (3.3.9)

It is seen from (3.2.3) that

2 '\'K T (M-H M- )1 (Jb Lik=l ek . k k ek
= -----=---~-

f32 Pt

and using (3.3.3) its differential is given by

(~) = (J~ E~=l er (L1M~M k +M~L1Mk) ek
L1 f32 P

t
.

(3.3.10)

(3.3.11)

In order to find the differential L1f3, define a ~ 1/f32. Then, the differential L1f3 is obtained

as

(3.3.12)
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(3.3.13)

where the differential Lla (or Ll(3) is just a derivative since it is a scalar value. Using (3.2.3),

(3.3.11) and (3.3.13), Llf3 is given by

Llf3 = _~f33Ll (2-)
2 f32_-J P, l:t~l ei (LlM~M, +M~LIM.) e,

4a~ (tr (~~=1 e[M:M kek)) 3/2

~ -J P, l:t~l (LlmI.'m,+ m{[LIm,)
4a~ (""K _H_)3/2

LJk=1 m k mk

where mk is the kth column of M k, i.e., mk = [Mk]:,k' and Llmk = [LlMkl,k'

Define Nt x Nt matrix A k ~ (Hdiag(Tk)*diag(Tk)HH) -1 and Nt x K matrix Qk ~

M kdiag(Tk)' Then we can express mk and Llmk in a simpler way as

mk = AkhkP~k

Llmk - AkLlhkP~k - AkLlHQ~hkP~k - QkLlHHmk.

The Hermitian covariance matrix of (3.3.15) is obtained by

(3.3.14)

(3.3.15)

E{LlmkLlm[I} = P~kPllAkE{LlhkLlhf}A[I- P~kPllAkE{LlhkhfQILlHH}A[I

- P~kPllAkE{LlHQ~hkLlh[I}A[I

+P~kPllAkE{LlHQ~hkh[IQILlHH}A[I

+QkE{LlHHmkm[ILlH}Qf (3.3.16)

where we present only five terms out of nine cross terms since the remaining four terms

have vanished due to E{LlhiLlhJ} = O. We summarize it for future use

3(k,l) b. E{LlmkLlm[I}

P~kPllAkC~k,l)A[I - P~kPllAkT1(k, l)A[I - P~kPllAkT1(l, k)H A[I

+P~kPllAkT2(k,l)A[I + QkT 3(k, l)Q[I (3.3.17)
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with

K

T 1(k, l) "I)hrQI)iE { L1hkL1h{l} (3.3.18)
i=1

K K

T 2 (k, l) = LL [Q:hkhrQIL,j E{L1hiL1hf} (3.3.19)
i=1 j=1

[T3 (k, l)]i,j = tr (mkmrE{L1hj L1h{l}) (3.3.20)

where (a)i is ith element of a vector a. Throughout the similar calculation, we obtain the

symmetric covariance matrix as

3(k,l) /':;. E{L1mkL1mf}

-p~kAkT4(k,l)QT + p~kAkT5(k, l)QT - PIIQkT 6 (k, l)AT

+PIIQkT 7(k, l)AT (3.3.21)

with

Nt

T 4(k, l) - L (ml)i E{L1hkL1g{l}
i=1

K Nt

T 5(k,l) LL [Q:hkmTL,jE{L1hiL1gf}
i=1 j=1
Nt

T 6(k,l) L(mk)iE {L1g:L1hT}
i=1

Nt K

T 7(k,l) = LL [mkhTQiL,jE{L1g: L1hf}·
i=1 j=1

(3.3.22)

(3.3.23)

(3.3.24)

(3.3.25)

We next calculate the differential of the ZF beamformer obtained from the estimated chan

nel matrix H. Using (3.3.3) the differential L1wq is given by

(3.3.26)

Notice that L1wq is a linear function of L1f3 and L1mq , which are also linear functions

of channel estimation error that we have modeled it as a circularly symmetric complex

Gaussian random variable. Thus, we know that the estimated Wq (~ W q+L1wq) is complex
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Gaussian distributed with mean vector w q and the Hermitian covariance matrix we will

obtain in the following. The Hermitian covariance matrix of (3.3.26) is given by

E{L\wqL\w:} = E{L\{3L\{3H}mqm: + {3mqE{L\{3L\m:}

+{3E{L\mqL\{3*}m: + 1{312E{L\mqL\m~}. (3.3.27)

Using the results of (3.3.13) and (3.3.15) we can calculate the expectations in (3.3.27) as

and

=

R K K

-4-2-(-~-K-t_-H-_-)"3 L L E { (L\m{lmk + m{lL\mk)
O"b L.Jk=1 m k mk k=1 1=1

x (L\m[iml +m[iL\m1)H}

R K K

----t---~3L L (mfSCk,l)m; + mfSCk,l)ml
40"~ (L:~=1 mr:m k) k=1 1=1

+m{lS(k,l)m; + m{lS(k,l)ml) (3.3.28)

(3.3.29)

Now we can calculate the Hermitian covariance matrix of the estimated ZF transmit beam

former in (3.3.27). We summarize the results in the following Theorem regarding the dis

tribution of ZF transmit bearnformer with channel estimation error.

Theorem 3. Let w~1 = (3ZF (diag(rk)HH) t ek be the qth user's exact ZF beamformer

and w~1 be the estimated one using the estimated channel matrix N. Then,

with

( w(q) - w(q)) -+ N, (0 C(q))ZF ZF c, w

C~) D. E{L\w~1L\w~1H}

= 'I!1mqm~ + {3zFmq'I!2 + {3zF'I!!fm~ + !(3zFI2S(q,q)
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where

(3.3.32)

(3.3.33)

and 3(k,l) and 3(k,l) are found in (3.3.17) and (3.3.21), respectively.

In Theorem 3, WI is same for all users and W2 is different among different users.

3.3.2 Calculation of BER

The received signal after despreading at the first user's mobile is given by

K K

6 = pllh{lwIbI[lj + LPIkh{lwkbk[lj + LpIkh{lLlwkbk[lj + nIllj.(3.3.34)
k=2 k=I

The first term contains the data bit of the desired user. The last term is Gaussian. For

fixed bIll]'· .. ,bK[lj, the third term is Gaussian by Theorem 3. Hence, conditioned on

bIll]'· .. ,bK[l], 6 can be argued to be Gaussian. Under the Gaussian approximation of

decision statistic, the BER with QPSK modulation is given by [46]

H(e) ~ Q(yPY) (3.3.35)

(3.3.36)

where Q(x) = Ixoo
~e-t2/2dt and'"Y is given by

IPlll2h{lWIw{fhI

'"Y = '\"K I 12hH Hh '\"K I 12hHc(k)h 2/ 2'L..Jk=2 PIk 1 WkWk 1 + L..Jk=I PIk 1 w 1 + an ab

Now using the Hermitian covariance matrix Cr:) of all users obtained in Theorem 1, we

can get the analytical BER expression of the ZF beamformer with channel estimation error.

3.4 Numerical and Simulation Results

In this Section, we provide some simulation results to verify the analysis result

obtained in Section 3.3. We simulated CDMA downlink system where there are a BS with 3
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antennas and K MS with single antenna. The normalized spreading code of length N = 15

are generated randomly. The channel matrix H is also generated randomly and fixed during

simulation and analysis. During one frame of transmission, the transmitter constructs the

ZF transmit beamformers using the estimated channel matrix iI (= H + l1H) where

the elements of l1H are i.i.d. circularly symmetric Gaussian distributed with variance at
which is given on the figure according to the situation. The total transmit power Pt is

set to one. We look at two scenarios: a lightly loaded system with K = 6, and a heavily

loaded system with K = 13. Figure 3.1 shows the BER of lightly loaded system where two

variances of channel estimation error are considered: small channel estimation error with

(J~ = 0.1 and large channel estimation error with (J~ = 1. As noticed, channel estimation

error degrades the BER performance severely. The analysis results match very well with the

simulation result. Figure 3.2 shows the BER of heavily loaded system where two variances

of channel estimation error are considered: small channel estimation error with (J~ = 0.1

and large channel estimation error with (J~ = 0.5.

When all the transmit signal processing techniques are developed, exact CSI at

the transmitter is assumed. However, as we noticed here, channel estimation error degrades

the system performance severely, and the analysis results demonstrate it well. In order for

the transmit beamformer (or precoder) to perform as good as it was expected with exact

channel information at the transmitter, a quite accurate CSI is required at the transmitter.

3.5 Summary

We have presented ZF transmit beamformer for a multiple transmit antenna mul

tiuser CDMA downlink system. With the treatment of channel estimation errors as i.i.d.

circularly symmetric Gaussian random variables, we also have provided the closed-form

expression of BER of ZF transmit beamformer with channel estimation error. The analysis

results match well with the simulation results in lightly and heavily loaded CDMA systems.

Further, the analytical and simulation results confirm the importance of accurate CSI at the

transmitter when using ZF transmit-beamformer for CDMA downlink.
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Figure 3.1: Bit error rate for lightly loaded system, where the spreading gain (N) is 15, the
number of users (K) is 6, the number of transmit antenna (Nt) is 3, and the transmit power
(~) is 1.
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Figure 3.2: Bit error rate for heavily loaded system, where the spreading gain (N) is 15,
the number of users (K) is 13, the number of transmit antenna (Nt) is 3, and the transmit
power (Pt ) is 1.
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Chapter 4

ANALYTICAL PERFORMANCE

EVALUATION OF

TOMLINSON-HARASHIMA

PRECODING IN TDD MIMO

SYSTEMS

The inherent structural nature of mobile radio system shows that the mobile sta

tion (MS) requires low complex signal processing while the base station (BS) can afford

signal processing with high complexity. It is shown in recent studies on precodoing (or

pre-equalization) that transformation of the complex signal processing part from MS to BS

is possible with the benefits of the knowledge of channel state information (CSI) available

at the transmitter. Precoding can be divided into two types: linear and non-linear precod

ing. Examples of linear precoding method are matched filter (MF) [32] and zero-forcing

(ZF) [45] percoding. MF precoding maximizes the signal portion of the desired signal and

ZF precoding removes interference via the signal processing at the transmitter. MF pre

coding suffers from the remaining interference and ZF percoding from the enhancement of

transmit power, as same as in the receive MF or ZF filters. As one of nonlinear methods,

Tomlinson-Harashima precoding (THP) was proposed for the equalization of inter-symbol
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interference (lSI) at the transmitter in single user transmission, which does the same role

of decision feedback equalizer at the receiver [1]. By transferring the signal processing

part from the receiver to the transmitter in THP, in addition to lessen the complexity at MS,

error propagation can be avoided and immediate decisions are not required. The symbol

error rate (SER) of THP over single user lSI channel was calculated for M -PAM signaling

in [43].

With the increase of the demand for high data rates, multi antenna system has

been considered as one of the candidates that can support the demand. The single user

THP was extended to multiuser and multi antenna system in [42,44] where THP performs

temporal and spatial equalization. Most of the works on precoding assumed that CSI is

given at the transmitter. Some of them considered THP without the exact CSI, e.g, Fischer

et al. proposed THP based on partial CSI [34].

In this Chapter, we investigate the effects of channel estimation error on spatial

THP in time division duplex (TOO) mode. The signal processing at the transmitter is

especially advantageous for TOO system, since the transmitter can reuse the uplink channel

estimation for the design of downlink transmission method. The channel estimation is

performed during uplink transmission, and THP is used for downlink transmission. We

directly study the distribution of noise caused by channel estimation error and calculate the

SER with M -PAM signals.

4.1 System Description

In this Section, we describe training-based channel estimation during uplink trans

mission and THP during downlink transmission. The system model we consider is operated

in TDO mode where the uplink and downlink channels are reciprocal. There are a BS with

K antennas and K MS with single antenna. We assume that the channel coherence time is

large enough that the estimated channel during uplink transmission can be used to construct

filters for THP in downlink transmission.
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4.1.1 Channel Estimation in Uplink Transmission

The received signal at the BS during training period is given by

[:~[;:l ] [:~~ :~: ][:~[;:l] +n[i]' (41.1)

~ v J~

Y[i] H T ali]

where ydi] is the received signal at the kth receive antenna; ak[i] is kth user's known

symbol to train the channel; hij is a channel gain between ith antenna and jth user; the

noise vector n[i] is assumed to be additive Gaussian noise vector with zero-mean vector

and E{n[i]n[i]T} = O";,l. Define the block diagonal training symbol matrix as

(4.1.2)A[i] = [a[i]T ". ] ,

a[i]T

then, during the training period (N symbols) in uplink transmission, we can construct the

received signal as

hll

(4.1.3)

v

X

A[O]
A[l]

A[N-I]v
y

[

y[O] ]

Y[N'-l]

hKK
'-.-'"

h
Based on the received signal in (4.1.3) ML-based channel estimation can be performed as

it = argmin Ily - XhW = xty , (4.1.4)
h

where X t (~ (XT X)-lX T
) is the pseudo-inverse of X. Define L1h ~ it - h, then it is

well known [9] that L1h is Gaussian random vector whose mean is zero and the covariance

matrix is given by
2

E{.6.h.6.hT} = c;(XTXt l
. (4.1.5)
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4.1.2 THP in Downlink Transmission

At the qth MS during downlink transmission, the received signal is given by

K

Yq[i] = L hkqXk[i] + nq[i]
k=l

(4.1.6)

where hkq is channel gain between kth transmit antenna and qth user and xdi] is the channel

symbols transmitted from the kth antenna at the BS. By stacking all MS's received signal

we have

[

Y1.[i]] [h~l h~l ] [ x1.[i] ] .
. . . . +n[2].

YK[i] h1K hKK xK[i]
'-v---'" v #'-..,-..'

Y[i] H Xli]

(4.1.7)

THP is used for downlink transmission, and the BS calculates its filters as follows. Let

LQ-decomposition of H be H = W F T
, where W is a lower triangular matrix and F

is an orthonormal matrix. Although we here consider only real channel with M-PAM

signaling, extension to complex channel with QAM signaling is possible by treating I

and Q components of complex channel and data symbols separately. Decompose further

the lower triangular matrix as W = GO with G = diag[wu,'" ,WKK] where Wkk is

the kth diagonal element of W, thus 0 is a lower triangular matrix with unit diagonal

elements. The channel symbol vector is obtained by pre-filtering xli], xli] = Fx[i], where

xli] is the modulo operator output signal performed on interference-cancelled signal using

feedback structure, where feedback matrix B = 0 - I which is the left lower triangular

matrix with zero diagonal element. Let ali] = [adi]'··· ,aK[i]jT denote the data symbol

vector whose element belongs to M-PAM, i.e., ak[i] E n = {±I, ±3,'" ,±(M - I))}.

Mathematically, the elements of xli] is obtained as

x.[il = (a.[i]-~ bklX.[il) mod 2M

k-1
- ~di] +pdi]2~ - L bk1Xdi]

"'['] 1=1Vk t
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for k = 1,' .. ,K where Pk[i] E Z and vk[i] denotes the effective data symbols. '(.) mod 2M'

stands for modulo 2M operator (it performs element by element if the argument is a vector).

xk[i] should be in (-M, M], so Pk[i] can be calculated as pdi] = lL:t~/ b~~[i]-ak[il - ~1.
In a simple matrix form, xli] = C-1v[i] with v[i] = [vdi]'· .. ,vK[i]]T.

At the qth MS, the gain w;;'} is multiplied, and modulo operation is performed to

cancel out the modulo operation at the transmitter. After that, decisions are made. The qth

user's modulo operator output is given by

(Yq[i]) mod 2M (w;ql[H]q,:FC-1v[i] + w;q1nq[iJ) mod 2M

(vq[i] + nq[i]) mod 2M

- (aq[i] + nq[i]) mod 2M,

(4.1.10)

(4.1.11)

(4.1.12)

where [H]q,: is the qth row of matrix Hand nq[i] = w.;-q1nq[i]. The ene-to-end operation

for all K users is written as

z[i] = {C-1(HFC-1v[i]+n[i])} mod 2M

= [(adi] + nd;]) mod 2M ] .

(aK[i] + nK[i]) mod 2M

(4.1.13)

(4.1.14)

THP described so far assumed that the perfect CSI H is available at the BS. In the next

Section, we will describe how to obtain the asymptotic distribution of noise caused by

channel estimation error when THP constructs the filters F and C from the estimated

channel described in Section 4.1.1.

4.2 Noise due to Channel Estimation Error

The only information each MS has to know is the scalar gain Wkk. We assume,

focusing on the channel estimation effect on constructing THP filters at the BS, that each

MS estimates the scalar gain Wkk accurately by automatic gain control during downlink

transmission. Drop the symbol index i for a simple notation. We shall use the differential

of a matrix function to describe and deal the estimation error [37]. The differential is a

multi-dimensional generalization of derivative of a function of one argument. At a point
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xo, the differential of a matrix function 1 : nn - nm is a linear function of L f (·; xo) :

nn _ nm such that

\:Ie; > 0, 3<5 > 0: Ilx - xoll < <5 => 11/(x) - I(xo) - Lf(x - xo; xo)11 < e; (4.2.1)

where Lf(x - xo; xo) = ~ I x. Denote..1x = x - Xo, then the differential of a
X=Xo

function y = I(x) at the point Xo is ..1y = L f (..1x; xo). Hence, for fixed Xo, ..1y is a

function of ..1x; if x is random, so is ..1y. More useful identities of matrix differential that

we will use frequently are as follows:

f::,.
..1C = M..1X (4.2.2)C=/(X)=MX ====>

C = I(X, Y) ~ XY ====> ..1C = ..1XY + X..1Y (4.2.3)

C = I(X) ~ X-I ====> ..1C = -X-I..1XX-1 (4.2.4)

We shall also use the following lemma regarding the asymptotic distribution of a function

of a sequence of asymptotically Gaussian vectors [3,37].

Lemma 3. Suppose that x(N) E nn is asymptotically Gaussian, i.e.,

VN[x(N) - xo]- N(o, Cx), in distribution, as N - 00. (4.2.5)

Denote y(N) = 1 (x(N)) where 1 : nn - nm is a matrix function. Denote l1x(N) =

x(N) - Xo and..1y = L f (..1x; xo). Then

where

VN[y(N) - I(xo)]- N(o, Cy), in distribution, as N - 00

C y = lim N· E {..1y(N)..1y(Nf} .
N-+oo

(4.2.6)

(4.2.7)

Using this Lemma and the definition of matrix differential, we will next inves

tigate the distribution of noise caused by channel estimation error. Using F and C, the

decision statistic in (4.1.13) is written as

z = (G-IHFX + G-In ) mod 2M

= (v + (CFT ..1F - ..1C)C- I v + it) mod 2M

= (a+~(a)+it) mod 2M,
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where ~(a) ~ (CFT L1F - L1C)C-1v which represents the noise caused by channel

estimation error. Making small error assumption the k-th element of z can be expressed as

(4.2.11)

where qk2M is the integer multiples of 2M which comes from the modulo operation in

(4.2.10), and ~k(a) is k-th element of ~(a). The perturbation of QR-factorization was

studied in [17]. Based on [17], we obtain following Lemma regarding the differential of

LQ-factorization. Proof is in Appendix.

Lemma 4. Let LQ{actorization ojH be H = W F T where F is an orthonormal and W
A A AT

is a lower triangular matrix. Let LQ-Jactorization oj its estimate be H = W F . Define

L1W ~ W - Wand L1F ~ F - F. Then, the differential L1Wand L1F are given by

L1W - L1MW,

L1FT W- 1(L1H - L1WF T
),

(4.2.12)

(4.2.13)

with L1M = low [L1HFW-1+ (L1HFW-1)T] where low(.) denotes lower triangular

part oja matrix with halved diagonal elements.

~ A A A

Define L1C = C - C and we know that the estimates of G and C are obtained

from W = GO. Then, using (4.2.3) we have L1W = L1GC + GL1C from which we

obtain the differential L1C as

L1C = G-1 (L1W - L1GC) , (4.2.14)

where L1G = daig{ L1Wll, ... ,L1wK K } and L1wkk = [L1Wh,k. Given data symbol vector

a, using (4.2.12), (4.2.13) and (4.2.14), it is seen that the noise ~(a) caused by channel

estimation mismatch is a function of channel estimation error L1h which is Gaussian dis

tributed. According to Lemma 3, the ~(a) is also asymptotically Gaussian distributed with

zero mean and the covariance matrix we will obtain in the following. Define the differential

of channel matrix

(4.2.15)
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where L1hi is the differential of channel between BS and ith MS, and we define its covari

ance matrix as Wij ~ E{L1hiL1hJ}. Because of the structured form of (4.1.3), it is seen

that the covariance matrix is a scaled identity matrix, thus we further define Wij ~ 'l/JijI.

The elements of lower triangular matrix L1M in (4.2.12) can be written as

[L1M] , ,
~,J

'l=J

i>j

i < j

(4.2.16)

where Wi represents the i-th column of W- 1
• For future use, we define its covariance as

B(k,l)(m,n) ~ E{[L1M]k,1 [L1M]m,n}' and it is calculated as

B(k,l)(m,n) =
.1, - T-'f/k,mwkwm,

'l/Jk,mwfw n + 'l/Jk,nwfWm'

'l/Jk,mW; Wm+ 'l/Jl,mwfWm,

'l/Jk,mW; Wn + 'l/Jk,nW; Wm+ 'l/Jl,mwfWn+ 'l/Jl,nwfWm

0,

k = l, m = n

k = l, m > n

k > l, m = n

k> l, m > n

otherwise.

(4.2.17)

The differential L1G which is a diagonal matrix can be obtained by taking the diagonal

entries from L1W as

(4.2.18)

where Wij is the (i,j)-th entry of W. The covariance of noise term caused by channel

estimation error in (4.2.10) is expanded as

E{~(a)~(al} = CFT E{L1FC-1vvT C-T L1FT }FCT

+E{L1CC-1vvT C-T L1CT }

-CFT E{L1FC-1vvT C-T L1CT }

-E{L1CC-1vvT C-T L1FT }FCT .
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We next calculate all the expectations in (4.2.19). Using (4.2.13) the first expectation is

E{!J.HTD1!J.H}
, J

v

M 1

- E{!J.HTD1!J.M} W F T
, J

v

M 2

-FWTE{!J.MTD1!J.H} + FWT

E{!J.MTD1!J.M} W F T (4.2.20)
, I

yo

M 3

where D 1 = W-TC-1VVTC-TW-1. Using (4.2.15) and (4.2.16) we can calculate M 1

and M 2 in (4.2.20) as

K K

M 1 - LL[D1kl'l/Jk,II
k=1 1=1
K K

M 2 = LL[D 1kl E {!J.hd!J.M]I,J
k=1 1=1 ' v '

M;
where

{

'l/Jk,IFwi + 'l/Jk,iFwl , i < l

[M;]"i = 'l/Jk,IFwl ,i = l

o ,O.W.

The (i, j)th element of M 3 is given by

K K

[M3L,j = L L [D1]k,13(k,i),(I,j).
k=i l=j

Using (4.2.14), the second expectation in (4.2.19) is

E{!J.CC-1VVTC-T!J.CT} = G-1E{!J.MD2!J.MT} G-T
, J

v

M 4

_G-1E{!J.MD 3!J.GT} G-T
, ;

v

M s

_G-1E{!J.GDf!J.MT}G-T

+G-1E{!J.GvvT!J.GT} G-T
, I

yo

M 6
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where D 2 = WC-1VVTC-TW T and D 3 = WC- 1VVT. The matrix M 4 rv M 6 are

obtained as
i j

[M4]i,j = L L [D 2kl SCi,k),Cj,l)

k=1 1=1
(4.2.26)

i

[M5L,j = L [D3kj WjjS(i,k),(j,j)
k=1

[M6 ]i,j = [vvTL,j WiiWjjSCi,i),(j,j).

The third expectation in (4.2.19) is

(4.2.27)

(4.2.28)

(4.2.29)

E{L1FC-1vvTC-TL1CT} = E{ L1HTD 4 L1MT} G-T - E{L1HTD 5L1GT} G-T
, ." I

V v

M 7 M s

-FWT E{L1MTD 4 L1MT} G-T
, "v

M g

+FWT E{L1MTD 5L1GT} G-T
, '

v

M lO

whereD4 = W-TC-1VVTC-TWT andD5 = W-TC-1VVT. We have

K K

M 7 = L L [D4kl E{L1hk [L1M]~}
k=1 1=1 ' v IM;

(4.2.30)

K K

M s - LL[D5klE{L1hdL1G]~I}
k=1 1=1 ' v I

M~

(4.2.31)

(4.2.32)

(4.2.33)

(4.2.35)

(4.2.34)

K j

L L [D4kl SCk,i),(j,I)
k=i 1=1
K

L [D5]k,j WjjSCk,i),Cj,j)
k=i

{

'l/Jk,iFwl + 'l/Jk,IFwi ,i > 1

'l/Jk,IFwl ,i = 1

o ,O.W.

[M/]. = {W
o

U'l/Jk,IFwl ,i = 1
8 :,~

,o.W.

[M g] ..
~,J

[MlO]· . -
~,J

where

[M/].7 :,~
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Using the matrixes MIrv M 10 we obtained so far, we get the following Theorem regard

ing the distribution of noise caused by channel estimation error.

Theorem 4. Let ~(a) be the noise caused by channel estimation error given data symbols

a. Then, it is Gaussian distributed with zero mean and covariance matrix of

E{~(a)~(al} - CpT(M1 -M2WpT -PWTMnpCT

+ CW™ 3WCT + G-1 (M4 - M s - MI + M 6 ) G-T

CpT (M7 -Ms -PW™ g +PWTM lO ) G-T -~~2.36)
, v I

A

where M 1 rv M lO are found in the derivation.

4.3 Symbol Error Rate

For a given channel matrix H, the variance of all the noise terms (additive noise

plus noise by channel estimation error) in (4.2.11) conditioned on the data symbols a can

be calculated by using the Theorem 1. Further, the elements of effective data symbol vector

v can recursively be calculated given a. The probability of correct decision can be written

as

Pc ~ LPr{ak = alak = a}
aE!1

1
- M L L Pr{ak = a/ak = a}Pr{ak = a/ak = a, ak = a} (4.3.1)

aE!1 UE!1(K-l)

where ak is all K users' data symbols except k-th user's. Due to the assumption that each

user's data symbols are independent, the probabilities in (4.3.1) are expressed respectively

as

1
Pr{ak = alak = a} = M(K-l) '

Pr{ak = alak = a, ak = ii} =

L Pr{n2M - 1 < ~k(a) + nk :::; n2M + llak = a, ak = a}
n
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where

(4.3.4)

where Q(x) = Jxoo
~e-t2/2dt. The total noise power of ~k(a) + nk is given by

(4.3.5)

where E {~(a)~(af} is found in Theorem 1. Finally, we obtain the symbol error rate as

Ps = 1- Pc, i.e.,

(4.3.6)

The SER with perfectly known channel is given by

(4.3.7)

where (jI = (j;/W~k' For both cases the summation index n is fairly small integer number.

4.4 Numerical and Simulation Results

We provide some simulation results to verify the analysis result obtained in this

paper. We simulated a communication system where there are a BS with 3 antennas and

3 MS with single antenna. The 3 x 3 channel matrix H is generated randomly and fixed

during the simulation and analysis. In order to estimate the channel during uplink trans

mission of training symbols, ML-based channel estimation method described in Section

4.1.1 is used. The training symbols are taken from the M-PAM constellation according to

the same modulation method used in downlink transmission (4-PAM, 8-PAM). Based on

the estimated channel matrix, all the filters for THP are calculated and used for downlink

transmission. We do not consider ordering procedure which gives balanced performance,

and calculate only the SER of the first user. Figure 4.1 shows the SER of the first user with

exact and estimated channels for 4-PAM signaling when the number of training symbols
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N = 15. Two kinds of received uplink SNR of the training symbols are considered to dis

tinct the channel estimation error effect: 20dB for small channel estimation error and lOdB

for large channel estimation error. For lOdB case, it is seen that the SER degrades severely

compared to the exact channel and 20dB case. The SER curves for 8-PAM signaling is

shown in Figure 4.2 where the number of the training symbols N = 20. It is also noticed

that the channel estimation error degrades the performance severely. As shown on both

figures, our analysis results match very well with the simulation results.

4.5 Summary

We have developed an analytical method to evaluate the SER of THP for a mul

tiple transmit antenna system operating in TDD mode. The training symbol based ML

channel estimation is performed during uplink transmission, and THP is used for downlink

transmission. We have investigated thoroughly the noise caused by the channel estimation

error, which enables us to calculate the SER with channel estimation error. The analytical

and simulation results show good agreement, and confirm the importance of accurate CSI

at the transmitter when using THP.
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Appendix: Proof of Lemma 4

Let LQ-decomposition of H be H = W F T where F is an orthogonal and W is

a lower triangular matrix. Let the estimate of H and its LQ-decomposition be iI = WpT.

Given H, both F and W are uniquely determined (correspondingly P and W given iI).
Define L1H ~ iI - H, L1F ~ P - F and L1W ~ ltV - W. Considering the differential

A A T A A T
of both sides of WW = H H ,we get

L1HH T + H L1HT

L1HFWT + W F TL1HT

(4.5.1)

(4.5.2)

where the second equality holds by substituting W F T into H. From lower triangular

structure of L1WW-1 in

(4.5.3)

we obtain

(4.5.4)

where low[·] denotes the lower triangular part of a matrix with halved diagonal elements.

Further, from iI = W pT, we know using (4.2.3) that L1H = W L1FT + L1W FT. Thus,

the differential L1FT is obtained by

(4.5.5)
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Figure 4.1: Symbol error rate for 4-PAM signaling, where the number of training symbols
is 15.
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8-PAM, Number of training symbols N=20
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Figure 4.2: Symbol error rate for 8-PAM signaling, where the number of training symbols
is 20.
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Chapter 5

IMPROVEMENT OF

BLIND/GROUP-BLIND MUD BASED

ON CM PROPERTY

In Chapter 2, we have studied blind/group-blind MUD. Especially, we investi

gated the analytical performance of group-blind MUD with blind channel estimation. Blind

MUD uses the code knowledge of desired user, and group-blind MUD uses code knowl

edge of in-cell users. In addition to the code knowledge available at the receiver in CDMA

system, the characteristic of the transmitted signal can also be exploited to help a receiver

detect symbols. These characteristics include constant modulus (CM) and finite alphabet

(FA) property of digitally modulated signals.

The least squares constant modulus algorithm (LSCMA) was developed in [7]

for beamforming, which is a block-update algorithm minimizing CM and LS cost func

tions iteratively and simultaneously. The advantage of LSCMA is faster convergence time

compared to other CMA. The convergence behavior of LSCMA was examined in [28]. The

CM criterion, however, can not be directly applied to CDMA system because of interfer

ence capture problem, i.e., it locks onto interference instead of the desired signal. One of

the algorithms which eliminate the interference capture problem is the linearly constrained

CM (LCCM) algorithm proposed in [22]. It was implemented in terms of the generalized

sidelobe canceller (GSC) to convert a constraint problem into unconstraint one. In [8], lin

early constrained minimum variance (LCMV) beamformer was proposed, and it is similar
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in structure to minimum output energy (MOE) detector [13] proposed for CDMA system.

The MOE detector was obtained by minimizing the output energy (or variance) subject to

some constraint for the desired user. Iterative least squares with projection (lLSP) and it

erative least squares with enumeration (ILSE) [10] methods exploited the FA property of

data symbols to estimate the array response and symbol sequence simultaneously.

Asymptotic performance bounds of FA-based, CM-based and the second-order

(SO) moment based detectors were recently investigated in [38]. It was shown that although

the original subspace blind [19] or group-blind [25] detectors perform close to the SINR

bound for the SO-based detector, the bounds for the FA- and CM-based detectors are signif

icantly higher than SO-based detector, so that there exists potential avenue for developing

more powerful blind or group-blind detectors. Motivated by this result, in this first part

of this Chapter, we propose a simple iterative tuning process which makes use of the CM

property of data symbols. The CM tuning process provides significant performance gain

over subspace-based blind/group-blind MUDs with small increase of receiver complexity.

In the second part of this Chapter, we develop a new block iterative MUD algorithm based

on a constrained least square cost function and CM property. The proposed detector takes

advantage of the constant modulus (CM) property of data symbols together with only the

desired user's code knowledge in CDMA system. It can be seen as an extension of least

squares constant modulus algorithm [7] in a sense that it simultaneously minimizes the CM

and the least square (LS) cost functions iteratively. The proposed detector asymptotically

(for large number of symbols) approaches minimum output energy (MOE) detector whose

performance is close to the ideal MMSE detector. We further provide asymptotic SINR

expression of blind LSCMA. Simulation and analytical results show that even for a reason

ably small number of symbols, say around 100 symbols, the proposed detector approaches

the performance of ideal MMSE detector, although MOE-based detector fails.

5.1 System Description

Consider K -user discrete-time synchronous CDMA channel. We assume without

loss of generality that the first user in the system is the desired user, so we will develop the

system model and detector from the first user standpoint. Define Sk ~ [Sk,l, .•. ,Sk,N]T as
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the normalized spreading sequence of the kth user where N is the spreading gain, and bk [i]

as the kth user's transmitted symbol during ith symbol period where we assume it has a

eM property with E{!bk[iW} = 1. Then, the signal transmitted from the base station (BS)

during the ith symbol interval can be expressed as

p[i] = Sb[i] (5.1.1)

where S = [SI'''' ,SK] and b[i] = [bdi]'··· ,bK[i]]T. Define the multipath channel

between BS and the first user as h = [hI,'" ,hLf where hI is the l-th path's complex

channel gain and L is the number of resolvable paths. The signal of (5.1.1) passes through

the multipath channel of h to the first user. Then, the received signal during ith symbol

interval at the first mobile unit can be modeled as

xli] = HSb[i] + v[i] (5.1.2)

where

hI 0 0

H= hL hI (5.1.3)

0

0 hL hI

The background noise v[i] is assumed to be circularly symmetric complex Gaussian dis

tributed with zero mean vector and E{v[i]v[i]H} = (J"~I. Notice that we here ignored

inter-symbol interference (lSI) by assuming N » L, which can be possible either by trun

cating or inserting a guard interval. From (5.1.2), define the kth user's composite signature

vector as Sk = H Sk representing the spreading code convolved with the channel impulse

response. Then, we can rewrite the received signal as

xli] = Sb[i] + v[i] (5.1.4)

where S = [SI .. ,SK]' Here, we do not consider any channel estimation method, and con

sequently assume that the mobile station (MS) knows its own channel information with the

aid of pilot channel, so the desired user has the information of composite signature vector
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81 only. The autocorrelation matrix of the received signal and its eigen-decomposition is

given by

(5.1.5)

where we assume that the matrix S has full column rank. By stacking M received symbols

in columns we have received symbol matrix as

x ~ [x[O] ... x[M - 1] ] = SB + V, (5.1.6)

where B ~ [b[O] ... b[M - 1]] and V has a similar structure. The detector will be ap

plied to the received symbol matrix of (5.1.6) to recuperate one block of transmitted data

symbols.

The linear detectors we will consider along with the proposed detector for the

comparison of performance are the linear MMSE [11] and the MOE detector [13]. We

briefly review these two detectors.

Ideal MMSE Detector: The linear MMSE detector is the one that minimizes the

mean squared error between the decision statistic and the desired symbol, i.e.,

WMMSE

(5.1.7)

It is well known that the MMSE detector maximizes the SINR. As shown in (5.1.7) and

(5.1.5), WMMSE detector requires the information of all the users' spreading codes, chan

nel information and noise power to construct the exact correlation matrix R x • We name

the MMSE detector with the exact correlation matrix ideal MMSE detector. The estimated

MMSE detector can also be implemented with the estimated correlation matrix of the re

ceived signal, however it requires large number of received symbols to estimate the corre

lation matrix accurately.

MOE Detector: The MOE detector minimizes the output energy while main

taining the given constraint. The constraint is usually related to the desired user's signal

energy, so minimizing output energy will minimize the interference and noise. The MOE
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detector is the solution to the following constrained minimization problem

WMOE

(5.1.8)

By comparing (5.1.8) with (5.1.7), it is seen that MOE detector performs as same as MMSE

detector provided that the exact correlation matrix is given. However, in practical system,

the correlation matrix is estimated from the received data samples, which will degrade the

performance severely compared to using the exact correlation matrix.

5.2 Performance Bound of Different Detectors

In [38], the authors have derived upper bounds for the SINR of estimated blind

or group-blind MUDs under three different assumptions on the prior information that the

receiver can exploit, namely, i) FA property of the symbols, ii) CM property of the sym

bols, and iii) SO moments of the received signals. We plotted the SINR upper bound for

different detectors in Fig. 5.1. Fig. 5.1 reveals that the SINR bounds for both the FA and

the CM detectors are fairly close to the SINR of the ideal MMSE detector, whereas there

is a nontrivial gap between the SINR bounds of the FNCM-based detectors and SO-based

detector. These results show that a potential gain can be obtained by exploiting more struc

tural information of the system (e.g., FA or CM) rather than only the SO statistics. In Fig.

5.1, we can also see that the SO bound is quite tight, since it is actually achieved by the

subspace-based blind/group-blind MUDs in [19] and [25].

5.3 eM Thning Process

We first develop CM tuning process for CDMA downlink, and name the com

bination of subspace-based blind MUD and CM tuning process blind CM detector. The

CM tuning process can also be applied to group-blind MUD simply by adding CM tuning

process to subspace group-blind MUD. We name it group-blind CM detector.
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Figure 5.1: SINR upper bound for different detectors
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5.3.1 Blind CM detector for CDMA downlink

In CDMA downlink system, the receiver has the knowledge of its own signature

sequence. The exact subspace-based blind MUD obtained by minimizing the output mean

square error (MSE) is given in [19] as

U D -IuH-
WI = s s s 81 (5.3.1)

where Us and D s are found in (5.1.5). When we construct the estimated blind MUD in

practice, the eigencomponents in (5.3.1) are estimated from the received sample autocorre

lation matrix. Perform singular value decomposition (SVD) on the received symbol matrix

in (5.1.6), then we obtain the eigencomponents as

_1_ X !'; UAyH
VM

(5.3.2)

where A = diag(AsAn) is the economy size square diagonal matrix instead of the full

size rectangular matrix [15], and U and Yare corresponding singular vectors. Using the

eigencomponents in (5.3.2), the received sample autocorrelation matrix can be calculated

as

(5.3.3)

The detector WI which takes advantage of the CM property of data symbols should satisfy

the following condition

w{lX = b, where II(b)ill = 1 (5.3.4)

where b is the desired user's data which is the first row of B. We define a constant modulus

signal set as

eM ~ {b I II(b)ill = 1, all i}. (5.3.5)

By investigating (5.3.4) we know that b should be in the row space of R and by (5.3.5) it

should also be a constant modulus signal. One of the ways to find a solution to the above
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problem is to project the signals onto eM and the row span of X alternatingly. Define the

projection onto eM as

[
(bh (b)n ]

PcM(b) = II(bhll"'" II(b)nll . (5.3.6)

With an initial choice of b in the row span of X, project it onto eM and back onto the row

span of X alternatingly. Thus, a detector which utilizes the CM property of transmitted

symbols can be obtained iteratively as follows

(5.3.7)

where t denotes matrix pseudoinverse. This alternating projection method is also well

known as the Gerchberg-Saxton algorithm (GSA) in the field of optics [2]. The pseudoin

verse matrix xt in (5.3.7) can be calculated directly in terms of the eigencomponents of

(5.3.2) as

(5.3.8)

The blind CM(n) algorithm, where n denotes the number of iterations used in step 3, is

summarized by following three main steps.

step 1. Obtain the eigencomponents of X.

step 2. Calculate the initial vector w~O).

step 3. Perform the following iteration.
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5.3.2 Group-blind CM detector for CDMA uplink

In the uplink of CDMA systems, the base station knows the in-cell users' spread

ing sequences. Group-blind MUD makes use of the knowledge of the known codes of the

intra-cell users, but has no knowledge of the interfering users from other cells. The group

blind MUD zero-forces the multiple access interference caused by the k known users, and

suppress the inter-cell interference from the rest (K - K) unknown users according to the

MMSE criterion. The exact group-blind MUD for user 1 is given by [25]

(5.3.9)

In practice, the eigencomponents in (5.3.9) are estimated from the received sample autocor

relation. We also can construct the estimated matrix Sin (5.3.9) after performing channel

estimation with the aid of training sequences (or any blind methods) to obtain known users'

channels. Then, the estimated group-blind detector is obtained by replacing Us, n-;l and

S with its estimated one. After that, the procedure that leads to the group-blind CM de

tector is same as the one that leads to blind CM detector. Group-blind CM(n) algorithm is

finally summarized by following three main steps.

step 1. Obtain the eigencomponents of X.

1 A A AH A A AH A A AH

-1M X = U A V = U sAsV s + U nAnV n

step 2. Calculate the initial vector w~O).

step 3. Perform following iteration.

As will be discussed in next section, n that is needed to reach the minimum BER de

pends on the number of symbols in one frame. For instance, the group-blind CM(4) is

enough to converge to almost minimum bit error rate when the number of symbols is 200.

When it comes to the additional complexity of blind/group-blind CM detectors compared
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to the original blind/group-blind detectors, it mainly comes from the calculation of the

pseudoinverse in (5.3.7). However, we use the eigencomponents in (5.3.2) to calculate the

pseudoinverse matrix in (5.3.7), which are also used for obtaining the signal and noise sub

space. Eventually, we need only one singular value decomposition, which is also needed

in original subspace-based blind/group-blind MUDs, and after the calculation of Rt in

(5.3.8) each iteration needs two vector-matrix multiplications, so that the additional com

plexity per iteration is about O(NM). This compares favorably with a complexity of the

original subspace method of approximately O(N2 M).

5.3.3 Simulation Results

We provide a few simulation results of the proposed blind and group-blind CM

detectors from the SINR viewpoint. The systems we consider here are a synchronous

without inter-symbol interference (lSI) and an asynchronous multipath system with lSI.

The processing gain N is 16 with randomly generated spreading sequences. The randomly

generated channels which have length between 1 and 15 are assumed to be known at the

receiver. The number of users in the simulation is 7, with 5 known in-cell users, and 2

unknown inter-cell users with strong power. The desired user is always assumed to be the

first in-cell user. The transmitted signals are QPSK modulated, which has CM property.

Firstly, we illustrate the SINR of the proposed detectors for synchronous COMA

system varying the number of symbols (M) and the number of iterations used in blind/group

blind CM methods in Fig.5.2 and Fig.5.3, respectively. The SINR of the ideal MMSE de

tector and the upper bound on SINR, which is obtained in [38] through Cramer-Rao bound

(CRB), are also plotted. These figures are for an SNR of 18dB. For the blind CM detector

when the number of symbols is under 100, although the SINR increases continuously up

to lO-iterations, it could not reach the SINR upper bound. On the other hand, over the 100

symbols, 4-iterations are enough to reach the upper bound. For the group-blind CM de

tector, only 2 or 3-iterations bring a significant performance gain and the SINR converges.

After 2 or 3-iterations, further increase in the number of iteration only results in a diminish

ing improvement in performance. Fig.5A and Fig.5.5 show the similar behaviors of SINR

of the proposed detectors in asynchronous COMA systems. Differently from the case of the
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original blind/group-blind MUDs, where the performance of blind detector is much worse

than that of group-blind detector, the blind CM detector performs as good as group-blind

CM detector. It should be noted that if many number of iteration is applied for blind and

group-blind CM method, although it accompanies a slightly higher complexity, we can use

small number of samples for a quite reasonably good performance. For instance, if group

blind CM(5) method is used, 60 symbols are enough to reach the bit error rate below 10-5

at the SNR of 18dB.

We next show the SINR of the proposed detectors with respect to the E b/ No.

Fig.5.6 and Fig.5.7 illustrate the SINR of blind CM(7) and group-blind CM(7) detectors

which approach the SINR of ideal MMSE detector over high SNR region. It should also be

noted that the gap between group-blind CM(7) and the original group-blind MUD increase

significantly as Eb/ No increases. Especially for blind CM(7) detector, the SINR is 5dB

larger than for the original blind MUD at the SNR of 18dB.

We finally compare the SINR of all detectors considered with the theoretical up

per bounds obtained in [38]. Fig.5.8 shows the SINR of subspace-based blind, group-blind,

group-blind CM(7), blind CM(7) detectors and the SINR upper bounds. The SINR of blind

CM(7) and group-blind CM(7) detectors approach the upper bound almost exactly.
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Figure 5.2: SINR of subspace blind CM detector versus the number of symbols for syn
chronous CDMA system (SNR=18dB, 5 known user, 2 unknown user)
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Figure 5.3: SINR of group-blind CM detector versus the number of symbols for syn
chronous CDMA system (SNR=18dB, 5 known user, 2 unknown user)
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MMSE for asynchronous CDMA system (M=200, 5 known user, 2 unknown user)
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5.4 Blind Least Square Constant Modulus Algorithm (Blind

LSCMA)

In the previous Section, we saw that simple CM tuning process improves the per

formance of subspace-based blind/group-blind MUD significantly, even makes their SINR

approach the performance of ideal MMSE detector. However, the complexity problem still

remains due to the use of blind/group blind MUDs as an initial detector whose complexity is

high because of SVD. In this Section, we will develop a new block iterative algorithm with

out using SVD, based on CM property of data symbols as well as the only desired user's

code sequence. We refer to the proposed block iterative detector as blind LSCMA since it

simultaneously minimizes CM and LS cost functions iteratively in addition to blindly.

5.4.1 Algorithm Description

Define a constant modulus signal set as

CM ~ {b I II(b)ill = 1, all i} (5.4.1)

where b is a row vector, and (b)i is ith element of b. The CM property of digitally modu

lated signals can be exploited by minimizing the following nonlinear CM cost function

M-I

JCM = L E {(I -lwHr[i]I)2} .
i=O

(5.4.2)

The minimization of (5.4.2) can be achieved instantly in terms of projection of signals onto

the constant modulus signal set, CM, and we consequently define the CM projection as

[
(bh (b)n ]

PcM(b) = II(bhll"'" II(b)nll . (5.4.3)

Denote wCn) the current weight vector at the n-th iteration. Then, the (1 x M) vector of

temporal samples at the n-th iteration is given by applying the current weight vector to the

received signal matrix, yCn) = wCn)HX. We make intermediate decisions by projecting the

temporal sample vector yCn) onto the constant modulus signal set as

hCn) _ Cn) _ [ yCn) [0] yCn)[M - 1] ]
b - PCM(y ) - IlyCn)[o]II"'" IlyCn)[M - 1]11 .
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(5.4.5)s.t. s{lw = 1.

We shall use b(n) as a pseudo-training sequence at the next step. With the aids of interme

diate decisions in (5.4.4), we minimize the following constrained LS criterion,

II

A(n) 11
2

IT,f1n b - w H X

(5.4.6)

Using the method of Lagrange multiplier, the direct solution to (5.4.5) can be obtained by

w = R:1
S1(sf-n: 1

S1)-1 +1(1 (1 - sl(sfR:1
S1 )-ls{lR:1

) r(~),,tI xb
v, I

WMOE 1:
where the autocorrelation matrix Rx and crosscorrelation vector r ~r/ are given respectively

by

M-1

Rx - ~ L x[i]x[i]H
i=O

M-1

r~) = ~ L x[i]b~n)[i]*,
i=O

(5.4.7)

(5.4.8)

where (-)* denotes the complex conjugate. The detector in (5.4.6) will be used as a new

weight vector at the (n + l)th iteration. The first term on the right hand side in (5.4.6)

is the estimated MOE detector and the second term plays the role of compensating the

performance loss of W MOE due to the finite data samples. The proposed block iterative

detector minimizes CM and constrained LS cost functions iteratively until it converges.

Observing the iterative detector (5.4.6) we should notice that W MOE and T do not change

during the iteration. The implementation of the blind LSCMA can be divided into two

parts: initial step which estimates W MOE and T once adaptively, and iterative part which

calculates new weight vector in terms of calculation of rXb' together with WMOE and T
obtained in initial step. Each iteration is computationally easy because there is no matrix

inverse calculation. The proposed algorithm is summarized in Table 1.

5.4.2 Alternative Approach Using GSC

An alternative approach to solve (5.4.5) is to decompose the weight vector into

two components at each iteration as

(5.4.9)
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Initial Step: Estimation of W MOE and matrix T with finite M
A A_ H A- 1HA-

Compute WMOE and T = R x 1- 81(81 R x 81)- 81 R x

(The initial step can be implemented adaptively in a RLS manner)
Iterative Part

W(O) = WMOE

At j-th iteration (j = 0,1, """)

1. Compute b(n) = PCM (w(j)Hx(n)) , n = 0,""' ,M-l
2. Compute Txb = ir E~~l x(n)b(n)*
3. Compute W(j+1) = WMOE + TTxb

4. IF Ilw(j+1) - w(j)11 < c, go to step 5; else go to step 1 with j = j + 1.
5. w* = W(j+1)

Table 5.1: Algorithm summary of blind LSCMA during one frame

where w f is the fixed weight vector, W a is the adaptive weight vector (iterative weight

vector in the proposed algorithm) and B is the pre-designed blocking matrix. Both w f and

B are completely determined by the constraint equation, and their values are fixed while

processing. Only W a changes on each iteration. The two orthogonal components wf and

BWa lie in the range and null space of the constraint matrix, respectively. The fixed weight

vector W f is a minimum norm solution of the constraint, i.e.,

(5.4.10)

Using the decomposed weight vector (5.4.9), the constrained LS cost function becomes

unconstrained LS cost function as

and the minimization solution is given by

W a = (BHRxB) -1 BHr~1

(5.4.11)

(5.4.12)

where the autocorrelation matrix Rx is found in (5.4.7) and the cross-correlation vector

r~ is obtained as

M-1

A(n) = ~" ["]d(n)["]*T xd M L...J x z Z,
i=O
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where den) = w7X - ben) = [d(n) [0], ... ,d(n)[M - 1]]. Finally using the result of

(5.4.12) we can obtain the weight vector at the (n + l)th iteration as

w(n+I) = w f - Bw~n+l). (5.4.14)

This method that converts constrained problem into an unconstrained one is known as gen

eralized sidelobe canceller (GSC) in the area of adaptive signal processing.

5.4.3 Performance of Blind LSCMA

Asymptotic Proposed Detector

We investigate the asymptote of the proposed detector with eM signals. We here

assume that the number of samples (M) used in the algorithm is large enough so that we

may replace the time average by ensemble average. Denote by weI) and w(O) the current

and the previous estimated detector after the detector has been iterated enough to converge.

Then, the proposed detector is

(5.4.15)

where r(~) = XP{§M(W(O)HX). For large M, Rx ~ R x and r(Ob) becomes
~ x

(5.4.16)

where ex is a constant value. Substituting these into (5.4.15), the asymptotic proposed

detector is

(1) = R- I - (-HR- I - )-1 + R- I (1 _ - (-HR- I - )-I-HR-I ) R (0) (54 17)w x 81 8 1 x 81 ex x 81 8 1 x 81 8 1 x x W ...

After rearranging (5.4.17) and using the fact that W(I) = w(O) after enough iterations, we

realize that the asymptotic compensating weight vector should be zero vector. Thus the

asymptotic proposed detector is the exact MOE detector, which can be seen as MMSE

detector with the exact channel information and large number of data symbols.
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Further, we can find the same result with the alternative approach. The iterative

part of the alternative detector is

(5.4.18)

After rearranging (5.4.18) and using the fact that W~I) = w~O) for large iteration, we obtain

Using this we get the asymptotic proposed alternative detector as

W - wf - B(BHRxBtlBHRxWf

= (I - B(BHR xBtl B HR x) wf'

(5.4.19)

(5.4.20)

The asymptotic detector we have found in (5.4.20) is the MOE detector implemented using

GSC.

SINR with Finite Data Samples

Convergence analysis of LSCMA for beamforming has been done in [28]. We

here assume that the iteration is done enough to converge. Consequently, we also assume

that bbecomes true b, such that r~b) becomes rxb. Then, the estimated blind LSCMA

detector is

T
A

W = fl~ISICsfi(lslt1,+ k~1 (I - sl(sfR~lsltlsfR~I)'rXb'
'V, .I

v

W2

(5.4.21)

where WI is the estimated MOE detector and W2 is the detector to compensate WI for a

finite M. As M goes to infinite we saw that WI goes to WMOE and W2 becomes zero

vector. The detector W2 plays a role of compensating the performance loss of WI due to

the finite data samples. The lack of data samples causes the perturbation of WI as

where

A - R-1 (- (-HR-1- )-I-HR-1 - I)1 - x 81 8 1 x 81 8 1 x .
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A A -1 A -1 A

For the expression of LlW2, we first denote Q = (I - S1(S{fR x S1)-1 s{f R x ) and T =
A -1 A A

R x Q, and hence W2 = Trxb' Then the perturbation of W2 is

LlW2 LlTs1+ T Llrxb

_ _R;1 LlRxR;1QS1+ R;1 LlQS1+ R;1QLlrxb

= R;1QLlrxb

where LlQ is expressed as

AQ - (-HR-1- )-1-HR-1 AR R-1
.w 81 8 1 x 81 8 1 x.w x x

- ((-HR-1- )-1-HR-1 AR R-1- (-HR-1- )-1) -HR-1
81 8 1 x 81 8 1 x.w x x 81 8 1 x 81 8 1 x

- (-HR-1- )-1-HR-1 AR R-1Q- 81 8 1 x 81 8 1 x.w x x .

(5.4.24)

(5.4.25)

In (5.4.24), the third equality holds since QS1 = O. Our performance measure is the

average output SINR which can be expressed as

SINR ~ E{llwHS lI1
2

} =
E{WH~W}

Ilw{fSll12 + E{Llw{fS1S{fLlwd + E{Llw¥SlS{fLlW2} + E{Llw{fS1S{fLlW2} + E{Llw§fsls{fLlWl}
w{fRiWl + E{Llw{f~Llwd+ E{Llw¥~LlW2}+ E{Llw{fRiLlw2} + E{Llw¥RiLlwl}

where R i = R x - S1 s{f. In order to evaluate SINR, we need to calculate all the expec

tation terms in numerator and denominator, which can be written as

E{Llw{fDLlw1}

E{Llw~DLlw2}

E{Llw{lDLlw2}

= w{lE{LlRxA{lDA1LlRx}W1

E{Llr~QHR;1DR;1QLlrxb}

w{lE{LlRxA{lDR;1QLlrxd

(5.4.26)

(5.4.27)

(5.4.28)

where D can be replaced by either S1S{f or R;. We next calculate all the expectations

E{LlRxDLlRx}, E{LlRxDLlrxb} and E{LlrxbDLlrxb}, where D is any deterministic

matrix, on the right hand side in (5.4.26)""(5.4.28).

The closed-form expression E{LlRxDLlRx} has been derived in [36], and we

here borrow the result which is

2 4

E{LlRxDLlRx} = ~[tr(SHDS)1 + tr(D)SSH] + ~tr(D)1

+ ~tr(sHDS)SSH + f\;t) S [10 (SH DS)] SH(5.4.29)
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E{Llr~DLlrxb}

where tr(·) denotes the trace of a matrix and 0 represents element-wise multiplication.

The ~(b) denotes the kurtosis of the transmitted signal, and is defined ~(b) ~ E{lbj4} 

20"t. The closed-form expressions of E{LlRxDLlrxb} and E{Llr~DLlrxb} are derived

in Appendix and they are

E{LlRxDLlrxb} = ~S [~(b)I 0) (SHDS) + O"ttr(SHDS)I + O"ts
H

DS] :,1

1 2 _ 1 2 (-] 1 _+ MO"v tr(D)Sl + MO"v DB :,1 - MRxDs1. (5.4.30)

and

- M
1 [~(b)I 0 (SH DS) + O"ttr(SHDS)I + O"ts

H
DS]

1,1

1 2 () 1 -H _+ MO"vtr D - MS1 Ds1, (5.4.31)

where [ . band [ . h,l denote the first column and (1,1) element of a matrix, respectively.

Using (5.4.29) '" (5.4.31) we now can calculate all the expectations in (5.4.26) '" (5.4.27),

hence SINR in (5.4.26).

5.4.4 Numerical and Simulation Results

We provide a few simulation and theoretical results of the proposed blind LSCMA

from the SINR viewpoint. The first system model we consider here is flat channel CDMA

system. The processing gain N is 15 with randomly generated spreading sequences. There

are 9 users, and only a desired user's spreading code is available to the receiver. The de

sired user's power is lOdB less than the other users'. The transmitted signals are QPSK

modulated, which has CM property. To terminate the iteration we set € as le-3.

Fig.5.9 illustrates the output SINR of the proposed algorithm as well as the sub

space blind [19], original MOE [13], MOE using GSC and the ideal MMSE detector. An

alytical SINR result obtained in Section 5.4.3 is also plotted. The directly implemented

blind LSCMA and the one using GSC show almost same performance and both outper

form MOE and subspace methods. With the number of symbols around 100, both reach the

SINR close to the ideal MMSE detector.

Fig.5.10 shows the SINR with respect to the input signal to noise ratio. The

number of data symbols used is 100 for left figure and 200 for right figure. We here see
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that blind LSCMA follows the SINR of ideal MMSE detector as the signal to noise ratio

increases, while MOE and subspace blind methods converge at the low SINR value due to

the lack of data symbols.

Fig.5.ll shows the SINR with respect to the number of iteration of the directly

implemented blind LSCMA. Only a couple of iterations are required to converge. For

small number of received symbols the iteration below 10 is required. With over a medium

number of received symbols, below 5 iterations are needed.

5.5 Summary

We have presented a simple CM tuning process based on CM property of data

symbols in the first part of this Chapter. CM tuning process is applied after original

subspace-based blind/group-blind MUD, and provides significant performance gain with

slight increase of receiver complexity.

In the second part, in order to remove the complexity problem by using SVD,

we have proposed a block iterative CM-based MUD algorithm named blind LSCMA. The

blind LSCMA outperforms original subspace-based blind/group-blind MUD considerably.

We have shown that blind LSCMA approaches MOE detector asymptotically whose per

formance is close to the ideal MMSE detector with large number of data symbols. The

blind LSCMA with a couple of iterations also approaches the performance of ideal MMSE

detector even with reasonably small number of symbols. Finally, we have provided the

analytical asymptotic SINR expression with finite number of symbols which matches well

with the simulation results.
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Appendix

In this Appendix we derive the closed-form expression of E{L1RxDL1rxb} and

E {L1r~DL1rxb} with the complex signal. The procedure is similar to the derivation of

E{L1RxDL1Rx} in [36]. We assume that the real and imaginary parts oftransmitted data

and noise are independent, and have the same distributions which leads to E{bnb~} = 0

and E{vnv~} = o.

A. Calculation of E {L1RxD L1rxb}

Substituting L1Rx by (Rx - Rx) and L1rxbby (rxb - 81)' we obtain

(5.5.1)

(5.5.3)

The first term on the right hand side can be rewritten as

E{RxDrxb} = ~E{X[i]X[i]HDx[i]b1[i]*} + (1- ~) RxD81. (5.5.2)

Substituting (5.5.2) in (5.5.1) we have

1
E{L1RxDL1rxb} = M (E{x[i]x[i]HDx[i]bdi ]*} - RxD81).

Recall that

x[i]x[i]H = Sb[i]b[i]HSH + Sb[i]v[i]H + v[i]b[i]HSH + v[i]v[i]H (5.5.4)

x[i]bdiJ* = Sb[i]bdi]* + v [i]bdi]*. (5.5.5)

Substituting these in E{x[i]x[i]HDx[i]b1[i]*}, the first term in (5.5.3) can be written as

E{x[i]x[i]HDx[i]b1[i]*}

SE{b[i]b[i]HSHDSb[i]bdi]*} + SE{b[i]b[i]HSHDv[i]bdi]*}

+ SE{b[i]v[i]HDSb[i]bdi]*} + SE{b[i]v[i]HDv[i]bdi]*}

+ E{v[i]b[i]HSHDSb[i]b1[i]*} + E{v[i]b[i]HSHDv[i]b1[i]*}

+ E{v[i]v[i]HDSb[i]bdi]*} + E{v[i]v[i]HDv[i]bdi]*} (5.5.6)
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where all underlined terms are zero. We reorganize it as

E{x[i]x[i]HDx[i]bdi]*} = SE{b[i]b[i]HSHDSb[i]bdi]*}

(5.5.7)

where eK+1 is the column vector with all zero elements except the (K + l)-th element

which is one. The expectation on the right hand side in (5.5.7) is expressed as

E{b[i]b[i]HSHDSb[i]b1 [i]*}

- [/'i,(b) I 8 (SHDS) + (J"ttr(SHDS)I + (J"tsHDS]
:,K+1

(5.5.8)

where [ . LK+1 denotes the (K + 1)th column of a matrix and /'i,(b) is the kurtosis of

transmitted data defined as /'i,(b) ~ E{lbI 4 } - 2(J"t. Finally, substituting (5.5.7) and (5.5.8)

in (5.5.3) we obtain

B. Calculation of E{L1r~DL1rxb}

Substituting L1rxbby (Txb - 81), we obtain

(5.5.10)

The first term on the right hand side in (5.5.10) can be re-written as

(5.5.11)

We then have

(5.5.12)

Substituting Sb[i] + v[i] in xli] in (5.5.12) and reorganizing it, we obtain
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with

E{b[i]HSHDSb[i]bdi]*b1[i]}

[K,(b)I0 (SHDS) + attr(SHDS)I + atSHDS] ,
1,1

(5.5.14)

where [ . h,1 denotes the (1,1) element of a matrix. Finally, using (5.5.12) rv (5.5.14) we

obtain
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Figure 5.9: Output SINR versus frame length for flat channel (spreading gain=15, number
of users=9, signal to noise ratio=15dB)
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Chapter 6

CONCLUSION

In this dissertation, we have considered MUD which is implemented at the re

ceiver side and precoding method which is implemented at the transmitter side. Both tech

niques are used to remove interference in wireless communication system. We are par

ticularly interested in the analytic performance evaluation with channel estimation errors.

Specifically, we have considered three different kinds of systems: 1. group-blind MUD

algorithm in CDMA system with blind channel estimation, 2. ZF beamformer, as one of

the linear precoding methods, in multiple transmit antenna CDMA downlink system, 3.

Tornlinson-Harashima precoding, as one of the non-linear non-linear precoding methods,

with training-based maximum likelihood (ML) channel estimation method in TDD MIMO

systems. The analytical results obtained in the dissertation matched very well with the sim

ulation results, and showed that blind channel estimation is a suitable channel estimation

method for group-blind MUD from the performance and structure viewpoints. Further,

it confirmed the importance of accurate channel state information at the transmitter when

using precoders

In order to improve the performance of original subspace-based blind/group

blind MUD, we have proposed a simple tuning process and a new block iterative MUD

algorithm based on CM property of the data symbols, named CM tuning process and

blind LSCMA, respectively. CM tuning process is applied after original subspace-based

blind/group-blind MUD, and provides significant performance gain with small increase of

receiver complexity. Blind LSCMA also outperforms original blind/group-blind MUD al-
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gorithms considerably, and approaches the performance of ideal MMSE detector even with

a reasonably small number of data symbols.
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